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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 4 JANUARY 1995
Present
Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor
Rupert Lascelles Pennant-Rea, Esq , Deputy Governor
Mrs Frances Anne Heaton
Sir Christopher Anthony Hogg
Pendarel1 Hugh Kent, Esq
Mervyn Allister King, Esq
Ms Sheila Valerie Masters
Ian Plenderleith, Esq
Brian Quinn, Esq
Professo r Sir Roland Smith

The Minutes of the Court of 21 December and the Meeting of
29 December, having been circulated, were approved .
Mr Plenderleith spoke about the foreign exchanges, including
the Official Reserves figures for December, and the state of
the domestic markets.

In the United States , there was an

expectation that the Fed would raise interest rates again in
response to strong domestic indicators;

and in Germany, too,

there was now a developing belief that rates rnight rise soon,
to the embarrassment of the French.

In the OK, bond yields

stil l implied qu:te significant rises in rates over the next
year or two, but the market could improve as

~~ilt

sales abated.

Mrs Heaton noted that acceptance of high r eal int erest rates
seemed quite widespread - more so than in earlier business
cycles .

Mr King felt that real interest rates were returning

to more normal levels for a healthy economy.
Under the executive report , the Governor advi:sed Members of the
s u pport arrangeme n ts be ing p u t

i n p lace for M(:!Xico .

Probl e ms

had been feared ahead of the Me x ican election1s in the summer ,
but the high value of the peso had made the international

\
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community reluctant to provide support at

thE~

time.

The new

Government had now had to face that problem by allowing the
peso to float;

this had not been cleanly handled, and had

prompted some financial market turbulence.

When this showed

signs of spreading to other Latin American countries, the
international community , led by the US , had shown itself ready
to support the Government's economic programme .

The Americans

had increased their s wap l ine , to $9 bn , and this was the f i rst
line of defence .

A BIS facil i ty - conoisting of two tranche s

each of $2 1/2 bn - had a l so been agreed.

One tranche was to

bridge to an I MF standby, shoul d one be applied for and agreed ;
in practice only half was likely to be used .

The other half

was co11ateralised against cash - in effect \vindow-dressing.

The Governor added tha-c we had been monitoring market and bank
exposure to Mexico, but were aware of no serious problem .

---\.
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 11 JANUARY 1995
Present
Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor
Rupert Lascelles PennanL-Rea, Esq, Deputy Governor
Mervyn Allister King, Esq
Sir Christopher Jeremy Morse, KCMG
Ian Plenderleith, Esq
Brian Quinn, Esq

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
ratification by the next Court .
The Minutes of the lasL Court, having been circulated, were noted.
Mr Plenderleith spoke about the apparen t rea sons for the current
instabi l ity in the foreign exchanges;

there :ollowed a brief

discussion, mainly on the financial situaLion in Mexico.

The

Governor noted that the BIS support facility to Mexico had now been
varied:

the tranche bridging the IMF standby had been reduc ed to

$1.25 bn, while the cash-collateralised tranche had been increased
to $3.75 bn.

The Governor would, next we ek, update Court on these

developments.
Under the Executive Report, the Governor advised that the Bank
would be paying its capital contribution to the EMI on 17 January.
The amount would be some ECU 93 mn, 15.3% of the total
contributions due.

The total capital had been calculated to

generate sufficient income to meet budgeted expenditure o f the EM!
over its assumed three-year life.
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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 18 JANUARY 1995
Present
Edward Al an John George, Esq, Governor
Rupert Lascelles Pennant-Rea, Esq, Deputy Governor
Sir David James Scott Cooksey
Sir Colin Ross Corness
Mrs Frances Anne Heaton
Sir Christopher Anthony Hogg
Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq
Sir John Chippendale Lindley Keswick
Mervyn All ister King, Esq
Sir David Bryan Lees
Ms Sheila Valerie Masters
Sir ChrisLopher Jeremy Morse, KCMG
Ian Plenderleith, Esq
Sir David Gerald Scholey, CBE
Professor Sir Roland Smith
Sir Colin Grieve Southgate

Minutes
The Governor drew Members' attention to two items covered in
the Minutes before Court for approval.
(1)

Mexico:

These were:

The bridging portion of the $5 bn facility was

now only $1 1 / 4 bn;

the remainder would oe cash-

collaLeralised.
The situation
The Americans had increased their
remained fluid .
support for Mexico, and there were suggestions that the
BIS Group should put in more.

The Governor was

reluctant to see the BIS bridge to any facility that
depended on Mexico's performance, or to• provide
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excessive collateralised lending, given that its
underlying purpose was window-dressing.
(2}

The EMI: our capital contribution of ECU93 mn had now
been paid over .

The Minutes of the Court of 4 January and of the Meeting of
11 January,

having been circulated, were appro·ved.

Monthly Economic and Market Report, including 1market charts
(Mr Bowen in attendance )
Mr King said that inflation appeared to have passed a turning
point, and all measures of retail price inflation were now
moving upwards.

some of this was temporary, and associated

with the changed timing of indirect tax increases.

Buc RPIY

inflation, whi ch excluded these effects, was rising too.

This

could have an impact on wage and price-setting, and thus
influence future inflation .
Output growth, meanwhile, seemed to be slowing down.

Domestic

demand was already weak, and external trade was responsible for
the entire rise in output in the second half of last year .
Now manufacturing production was slowing.

Ev,en so, export

growth was still rapid and the labour market was tighter.
question was whether the apparent slowdown in

~output

The

was real,

and whethe r it would forestall a rise in inflation.
Mr Plenderleith, commenting on the market charts, drew
attention to increased expectation of rate rises in Germany;
UK rates were expected to rise too, but by less chan before
December's rate rise.

The exchange markets had been turbulent

since the turn of the year, but sterling had been steady.
On the prospects for output, Sir David Lees said that there was
no sense of weakening in manufacturing:

capacity constraints

were increasingly talked about and the sector was affected by
the upturn in Europe.

Other Members commented on the renewed

weakness of the housing market, reflected in lending, mortgage
commitments, house prices, house-building and land prices .
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The retail sector was seen as mixed, with intense price
competition.

Costs were rising,

bu~

with the impact moderated

by intense competition in all markets, and (thus far) by
falling unit wage costs .
volumes .

Margins were not rising with

But on the prosect for wages, Members felt that some upward
pressure was likely .

Si r David Lees thought that those

employers who settled early would do best:
range this year .
increasing;

he expected a 3-4%

Sir Colin Southgate agreed that pressure was

redundancies in the retail sector might work

against that, but in general it made sense to settle early .
The Governor said that in the circumstances it was hard to see
how our two rate rises last year could be criticised;

the

quesLi o n raLher ought to be whether we had done enough.

Bu~

he \</as aware that the December's rise had attracted more
criticism chan September's;

people had talked of overkill.

Sir David Scholey thought these criticisms came from people who
were out of sympathy with the objectives of policy and hankered
after the
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normal 11 inflationary drift .

Sir Jeremy Morse

thought timing thus far had been spot on;
would lower rates across the c ycle .

pre emptive rises

But political pressures

could change as the election approached.
Handling of the Inflation Report (Mr Bowen in attendance)
With reference to a Minute of 16 November 1994, t he Secretary
introduced his paper, outlining the changes already decided on
to make the message clearer and the four options for
the press:

off-the-record as hitherto;

not at all, on the

grounds that the Report could speak for itself;
profile live press conference;

brief~ng

through a high

or through a technical briefing

which would be placed on-the-record .

Most Members favoured

the last, though Sir Christopher Hogg commented that a higher
profile televised briefing might in time be helpful to the Bank
as its role developed .

The Governor said that he was

sensitive about raising his profile further;

we could always

move towards that option later, but if we started with it we
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would find it hard to draw back .

Sir Ch1ps Keswick said that

a briefing was plainly important to the press.

Sir Colin

Southgate felt that the Report was clear enough to speak for
itself.

The Deputy Governor said he shared tlhis vie"' and felt

Lhat iL would be reasonable to leave briefing Lo Lhe Press
Office to handle.

Mrs Heaton also favoured this approach.

The Governor thanked Members for their comment1s and said that
he would reflect further before reaching a view.

He would

need to inform the Chairman of the TCSC of the decision once it
was reached.
Rea l Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) in the UK Pa:yment Systems
(Mr Kentfield and Ms Lowther in attendance)
Ms Lowther said that the project was on course to go live next
year.

It had been a co-operative project with the settlement

banks, and was extremely significant - immediately as a means
of reducing the risks in the payments system, and later as a
means of enabling DVP in securities settlement and of avoiding
risk in foreign exchange transactions.
Sir Christopher Hogg asked whe ther those who were to
participate in RTGS were regarded as too big to fail.
Governor said that it was unlikely,

The

though not inconceivable,

that we could allow such institutions to fail.

We were

assumed to stand behind the settlement banks in the clearing;
but we had never accepted that we would underwrite anyone.

In

any event we could not carry such risks on our balance sheet.
Ms

~owther

said that at present the Bank faced extreme opt1ons

- either to settle all of the banks' obligations in the
clearing at the end of the day, which could involve accepting
huge exposures to one or more banks, or to refuse to settle the
clearing at all.

With RTGS the choice might still be faced,

but only in relation to individual transactions.
the Bank would control and reduce the implied risk .

Through RTGS
That was

why the Bank had been ready to bear some of the initial cost of
the project :

the banks had less interest in our assuming less

risk .

/
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Sir Chips Keswick said that there .,.,as some unease on the part
of the CHAPS banks about our views on forex sett l ement;
were happy just to net positions.

they

Ms Lowther said that

netting did not eliminate settlement risk.

R'fGS offered the

chance to ensure that the $ and £ legs of a deal settled at the
same time.

/

Counterfeit Notes (Messrs Kentfield and Sull ivan i n attendance)
In introducing this paper, which described the extent of
counterfeiting and the Bank's recent campaign Lo increase
public awareness, Mr Kentfield said that the problem tended to
be exaggerated by the press - but it was nevertheless a real
one.

It was disappointing, given that the present series of

notes had been designed to reduce the risk of counterfeiting
(even at the expense of aesthetics), that counterfeiting had
increased so rapidly .

But Series E was essentially a product

of the mid-1980s, and copier technology in particular had moved
very fast since then.

Sir Christopher Hogg, who had visited

Debden the previous day, said that this was plainly a very
serious subject.

He had been struck by the i nfluence that

security considerations had on the design of banknotes;

and he

felt that it was possible for the public to tell counterfeits
from real notes - it was a question of gelLing people to know
the difference.

He wondered whether the Bank had put enough

effort inLo Lhis .

Ms Masters, who had also visited Debden,

noted that the Bank could never be more than one step ahead of
the counterfeiters .

She wondered whether it was possible to

press the clearers to do more .
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The Governor asKed where we now stood on 100% note sorting.
The Deputy Governor said that there had been a discussion at
Exco last year, at which it was felt that the case for 100%
sorting had not yet been made .

We had resolved to review the

question again in the middle of 1995, when we had had more
experience.

Sir David Lees asked whether the problem was worse
here than in other countries; Mr Kentfield said that it was
very much worse in the United States and slightly worse in the
Otherwise, our experience was not
Netherlands and Germany.
untypical.
The Ri s ks f r om CREST (Mr Saville in attendanc e)
Following a recommendation of the Audit Committee that Court be
regularly updated on the risks in the CREST project, Mr Saville
presented the first of a series of quarterly reports to Court.
He said that the two main risks at present were the reduction
in the number of potential network providers to one, given that
SWIFT was having difficulty in meeting its commitment to the
CREST programme;

and the question of whether customers would

be ready when CREST was ready.

Sir Chips Keswick said that

there was a widespread perception in the City that the CREST
project was at risk from another round of backbiting involving
the Stock Exchange .

He also encouraged Mr Saville not to

dismiss SWIFT lightly;

it was a major payment organisation .

sa~d

that the City was generally confident

Sir David Scholey

that the CREST project would be delivered, mainly because the
Bank was involved.

But there was anxiety about the stance

being taken by the Stock Exchange.

People assumed that the

Bank would in some way deal with the Stock Exchange problem;
but nobody quite knew how.
The Governor confirmed that there
was still tension between the Bank and the Stock Exchange;

the

latter had aspirations to provide a lot of post-trade services,
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right up to the point of settlement, and wanted special
facilities for trades confirmed in the Stock Exchange to be
routed to CREST.

we had refused to accommodate the Exchange's

demands, as we did not wish to introduce any d1elay or
complicaLion inLo the CREST project .

The Stock Exchange

seemed now to be reconciled to that , and there was another,
more realistic, approach which might be pursued,

involving

trade confirmation within CREST .
Rule Amendments - Staff Pension Fund/Compensation Scheme and
Court Pension Scheme
The Governor, having declared his potential interest in the
Court Pension Scheme, together with those of the Deputy
Governor and Messrs King, Kenc and Plenderleith, invited the
Deputy Governor to introduce a paper which outlined a number of
technical amendments to the rules of the Sta(f Pension
Fund/Compensation Scheme and Court Pension Scheme.

Having

already confirmed that the Trustees of both funds were content
with the proposed amendments which formalised what was already
current practice, Court gave its approval to the amendments
proposed.

1994/5 Banking Act Report:

Initial Outline

Following a request made at Court last May, an outline of this
year's Banking Act Report had been circulated to Members to
give them an early opportunity to consider the kinds of issues
it should cover and other points to be made.

As Mr QuiLn was

not present at Court and time was pressing, the Governor
invited Members to write to Mr Quinn with any comments they
would like Lo make on che outline of the Report.
Exec utive Report
1

Mr Plenderleith updated Court on the announcement of two
committees to take forward work on the Gilt Repo Market
proposals .

~·
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2

The Deputy Governor advised Members that there would shortly
be an opportunity for Court to review the outcome of
Ashridge.

3

Mr Kent said that the Bank had been closely involved in
discussions involving the London Clearing House, where it
was proposed that the shareholding interest should be
transferred from the banks to the members o:f the exchanges.
A solution was close, and Court would be ad·vised of the
outcome.

4

Mr Kent said that he would be g1ving a speech on 24 January
to the Parliamentary Group for Engineering Development, and
simultaneously the Report which we had compiled on Small
Firms would be published.

This followed on from the

Seminar held in the Bank on 10 January, which had revealed
considerable improvements in the relationship between banks
and their small firm customers.
5

Mr Kent said that as part of the Bank's contribution to
small firms finance, we had sponsored a directory of banks
for the Prince's Youth Business Trust .

The cost was £5,000

and the product, which had been developed with co-operation
from the banks, was a very good one.
6

Mr Kent said that he had now told De la Rue that the Bank
was m1nded to re-open the paper supply contract with
Portals.

We would be looking, inter alia, for further

reductions in paper costs, and for the right to negotiate
direct with other suppliers.
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8

The Governor said that he very much hoped that those
Directors who wished to undertake visits to the Bank's
offices and branches would feel free to do so, and to
approach the Secretary who will make the necessary
arrangements.

Unlike in previous years, there would be no

programme covering all the Directors, and
of compulsion to undertake such visits;

c~ertainly

no sense

buL he knew Lhat

they were very much welcomed by offices and that Directors
found them useful.
Report of the Remuneration Committee

In accordance with Seccion 10 of the Charter, the Deputy
Governor and Messrs King, Kent and Plenderleith withdrew.
Sir David Scholey, in his capacity as Chairman of the
Remuneration Committee, said that there were four
recommendations of the Commit c ee before CourL fo r consideration
and approval.
1

They were as follows:-

Having reviewed the salary bands established by the
previous Committee for Executive Directors and the
Deputy Governor, it was recommended that they be
discontinued .

2

Having reviewed with the Governor the salaries of the
Deputy Governor, the Executive Directors and the
Advisers to the Governors, it was recommended that there
be no change in pensionable remuneration for the year
beginning 1 January 1995, but that the per diem
allowances pa l d to Mr Watt and Mr Peddie be

~ncreased

from £550 to £575 with effect from 1 January 1995.
3

It was recommended, in the light of the developing
tendency in the Bank's pay structure to incorporate
discretionary non-pensionable bonuses as part of
compensation , that the Deputy Governor and the four
Executive Directors should each receive: with their
February salaries a non-pensionable bon1us payment of

/
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£5,000;

this would be in recognition of their having

each successfully taken on significant additional
burdens in the course of the year to December 1994,
including the structural and management changes
following on from the Ashridge review.
4

It was recommended that the question whether or not such
bonuses might be payable in future years to any one or
more individual Directors should depend on factors to be
considered on a year-by-year basis.

The recommendations were approved.

(
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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 25 JANUARY 1995
PresenL
Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor
Brian Quinn, Esq
Sir David James Scott Cooksey
Mrs Frances Anne Heaton
Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq
Sir John Chippendale Lindley Keswick
Mervyn Allister King, Esq
Ms Sheila Valerie Masters
Sir Christopher Jeremy Morse, KCMG
Ian PlenderleiLh, Esq
Professor Sir Roland Smith
Sir Colin Grieve Southgate

The Minutes of the Court of 18 January, having been circulated,
were approved.
Mr Plenderleith spoke about the foreign exchan,g es, where there
was some nervousness ahead of the impending FOMC meeting.

The

strength of the US recovery p ointed to a possible increase in
interest raLes.

However, the dilemma for Ll& US authorities

was in balancing the domestic need to check inflationary
pressures against the difficulties a rate rise could cause for
those countries which sought co maintain their currencies 1n a
close or fixed relationship with the dollar.

Sterling had

been largely insulated from the current market uncertainties
because of the perception that the fiscal position was under
control and that the initial steps to tighten monetary policy
had been taken early enough.

The latest strong UK economic

data were stimulating increasing market e xpectation that a
further rise in UK interest rates might be in prospect,
without, as yet, any hardening of views as to timing.
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There were no items for discussion under the executive report
but the Governor cook the opporcunity to

advis(~

Court of che

death of Lord Nelson of Stafford, a Non-Executive Director from
1961 to 1 987.
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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 1 FEBRUARY 1995
Present
Edward Alan John George/ Esq/ Governor
Rupert Lascelles Pennant-Rea, Esq/ Deputy Gove-rnor
Mrs Frances Anne Heaton
Sir Christopher Anthony Hogg
Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq
Mervyn Allister King/ Esq
Ian Plenderleith, Esq
Brian Quinn, Esq
Professor Sir Roland Smith

The Minutes of the Court of 25 January, having been circulated/
were approved.
Mr Plenderleith spoke about the foreign exchange markets, which
were waiting on the outcome of the FOMC meeting later in the
day , and the Governor/Chancellor and Bundesbank Council
meetings the next day.
There was general expectation that the
FOMC would raise rates by at least 1/2%; a further tightening
of UK rates was also anticipated within the next three months
but there was, as yet, no predominant view on when this would
occur.
The ~nitial reception to the revised support package
for Mexico had been positive, but it remained to be seen if
this would be sustained.
Under the executive report the Governor:
i)

7

-

advised Members that the appointments, with effect from
1 March , of Neville Simms and David Sirrton as
Non-Executive Directors in place of Sir Martin Jacomb
and Sir Colin Corness had been agreed c>y the Prime
Minister and the Chancellor.
He expected that the
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formal announcement would be made within the next week
or so.
ii)

reported that his visit to Paris on c he previous two
days, accompanied by the Deputy Governo.r and Messrs
Quinn, King and Plenderleith, had gone '"'ell.
The
bilateral discussions at the Banque de JPrance were
cordial and useful.

He also invited any comments from

members on the speech he had given at the Association
Francaise des Banques on economic integration in Europe,
a theme he would be returning to in ano'ther speech later
in the month.
iii )

noted that the situation with regard to the support
package for Mexico was far from satisfactory .
The
handling of the initiative by the US duthorities had
been extraordinary, and the non-US elements in the
latest package had not been agreed.
There were still
various important issues to be resolved and he
anticipated lively discussions at the forthcoming G7
meetings in Toronto.

/l

/
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 8 FEBRUARY 1995

Present
Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor
Rupert Lascelles Pennant - Rea, Esq, Deputy Governor
Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq
Mervyn Allister King, Esq
Ian Plenderleith, Esq
Brian Quinn, Esq

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
ra t ificatio n by the next Court.
The Minutes of the last Court, having been circulated, were noted .
Mr Plenderle i th commented on the weekly figures and spoke about the
foreign exchanges, including the Official Reserves figures for
January, and the state of the domestic markets.
The Governor spoke about the EMI Council Meet i ng in Frankfurt the
previous day, and about his subsequent visit to Berlin .
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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 15 FEBRUARY 1995
Present
Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor
Rupert Lascelles Pennant-Rea, Esq, Deputy Governor
Sir David James Scott Cooksey
Sir Colin Ross Corness
Mrs Frances Anne Heaton
Sir Christopher Anthony Hogg
Sir Marlin Wakefield Jacomb
Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq
Sir John Chippendale Lindley Keswick
Mervyn Allister King, Esq
Ms Sheila Valerie Masters
Ian Plenderleith, Esq
Brian Quinn, Esq
Professor Sir Roland Smith
Sir Colin Gr1eve Southgate

The Minutes of the Court of 1 February and the Meeting of
8 February, having been circulated, were approved.
Inflation Report Discussion and Market Charts ( Mr Bowen in
attendance)

Before commenting on the Inflation Report, Mr King said that
the 'on the record' launch of the Report last wednesday had
been very successful.

The press reports had been suitably low

key, although one could not be sure that
the case.

th~s

would always be

In answer to a question from Sir Roland Smith,

Mr King said thaL future Inflation Reports had been scheduled
to be published one week after ~he meetings between the
Governor and the Chancellor .

As the dates of l:hose meetings

might be subject ~o change , this arrangement could not always
be guaranteed.
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Turning to the content of the Report, Mr King said that the
central projection for inflation two years ahead was broadly
unchanged from the previous report, reflecting two offsetting
effects .
with a

The first was news about more rapid growth, together

~ightening

labour market and cost pressures from

producer prices moving down che production chain .

In

addition, retail price discounting in December 1994 had not
repeated the aggressive pattern seen a year earlier.

But an

offsetting influence was the two increases in c•fficial interest
rates, without which the central projection for· RPIX inflation
would have been nearer to 3% .
Mr King referred to that day's economic data and drew attention
to the more rapid increase in inflation over trte latest three
months.

The CSO had announced that they wil l publish RPTY

data from next month, which was a helpful developmen t and one
the Bank had been pressing for.

However, the CSO would cease

to publish the TPI index, which might be preser1tationally
unfortunate as this index was
present.

r~sing

particularly rapidly at

The daLa on retail sales, showing only a 0 .2 % rise

in the year to January, might be distorted by changed seasonal
patterns .

The 5% increase in earnings in mant1facturing

contrasted with the 3% rise in services, illustrating the dual
nature of the economy.
~r

Plenderleith noted that markets had

interest rate rise, but that sterling
political uncertainties.

respondE~d

~ad

calmly to the

Slnce declined on

Overseas investors

\~ere

becoming

aware that this Parliament might not last its full term and so
were beginning to sell sterling in pre-election hedging
strategies.

MarkeL indications of inLerest rate expectations

had fallen further after the recent interest rate rise but had
backed up in the last few days as a result of ·che exchange rate
tensions.

Sirnllarly the differential of UK bond yields over

other Government Bonds had recently increased .
Sir Chips Keswick feared that the foreign exchange markets
might test the authorities' resolve over the next few months.
Sir Roland Smith thought that DecembPr retail sales may have

Bank of England Archive ( 12A 11 0/9)
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held up in volume terms as shops brought forward sales
promotion schemes before Christmas .

He noted that February is

Sir Colin Southgate
usually a poor month for retailing .
agreed that competitive pressures in retailing had been very
int ense before Christmas and that it was necessary for that
sector to go through some retrenchment to sort out its
problems.

In answer to a question from Sir David Cooksey,

Mr King noted that one should expect to see sorrte cyclical
recovery in reLailers ' margins up Lo the summer , but that a
major uncertainty remained as to how large the recovery would
be .

Sir Roland Smith was not concerned about the dual economy

scenario.

In many ways it was healthy that the manufacturing

and exporting sectors faced demand while other parts of the
economy were more sluggish .

Mr King agreed that this

reflected a welcome shift of resou rces b u t wa r ned that problems
could arise if the process was too rapid, as was currently the
case in Sweden.

Sir Martin Jacomb found the cont i nuing trade

gap to be worrying .

Mr King said that the ansvJer lay in the

need to raise the domestic savings rate , which would have
consequential balance of payments effect.
Mr King asked Court if they believed that export prospects
remained good .

There was general assent , with

Sir Martin Jacomb pointing to his o wn experience of strong
performance by engineering companies contrasting with weakness
in the construction and property sec t ors.

He felt the Bank's

strategy of shifting investment out of housing into
manufactur i ng had been very successful.

In ansv1er to the

Governor, Sir Colin Corness confirmed that price pressures in
construction had eased in line with the sector's weak
performance last year .
Mr Quinn noted that sterling's recent fall had occurred desplte
the fact that exports had not become uncompetitive and wondered
if the weaker pound could therefore lead to further increases
in input prices.
correction?

Was sterling's weakness a worry or simply a

Mr King noted that partly the weakness reflected

cyclical factors and in particular the upturn in overseas
economies.

However , if sterling's weakness continued , it
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would add to the dual economy effect and might eventually lead
to monetary policy adjustment .

Mr Plenderle i th noted that so

far the pressures on sterling had only lasted a few days and he
hoped that no policy adjustment would be needed, particularly
as the UK's underly1ng fiscal pos1tion was strengthening.
Ms Masters asked to what extent one should worry about the lack
of an upturn in investment.

Mr King noted that if the North

Sea and housing sectors were excluded, investment in the third
quarter was up 5% on a year earlier.

He would expect that

trend to go further this year as profitability was high,
corporate liquidity strong and survey

indicatio~s

showed that

investment intentions were buoyant .

The Bank's Budget for 1995/96 (Mr Midgl ey in

at~tendance)

With reference to a Minute of 19 October 1994, Mr Midgley
presented his paper which set out the Bank's current and
capital expenditure plans for the years through to 1998/99 .
He explained that he was changing the presentat:ion of the
budget to highlight the distinction between rurming costs and
investment .

The 1995/6 budget was within its overall target,

partly reflecting economies made in the banking area in
previous years .

He expected that trend to continue, as not

all the benefits of BITS had yet been felt.

1:he Ashridge

process had led to a reallocation of staff, includ1ng the
departure of some senior people and the recruit:ment of highpowered contractors.

Income had benefited fronn the rental of

floor space to the CREST team .

Turning to investment, he

noted that, leaving aside Lhe Printing Works, rnosl went on the
bu) lding and security rather than taking forwaJ::-d the Bank's
business .

This was something he wanted to look at further.

The Deputy Governor referreo to the strcamlinil::g of the budget
process .

From next year he planned a sequence which would

begin wi th discussions with Directors to identi f y growth and
contraction areas .

This would be followed by a strategy

document for Court.
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He noted that at last October's meeting
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the Court had discussed why the Bank needed cap1tal and ne
hoped to bring a paper on this subject to Court in April or
May.
Ms Masters noted that the present budget process was very
input-based and wondered what progress had been made to
switching to an output-based approach .

Mr Midgley said that

budget centres were being asked for more output measures .
Although these were relatively easy to idenLify for quasi
commercial functions such as the Printing Works and banking, it
was more difficult in analytical areas where it raised
questions such as how to measure the quality of advice.
Sir Christopher Hogg welcomed these comments and said that the
Court needed to take a view on the value of the Bank's human
resources.

He hoped that this might be includPd in next

month's discussion of the Asbridge outcome.

In answer to

Sir Colin Southgate, the Deputy Governor conf1rmed that the
budget was produced on the assumption of no chctnges in the
Branches' operations but that investment spending at the
Branches was on hold until the Branches'

revie~r

was completed .

He also confirmed that the Printing Works' refurbishment was
now in its final phase.

Mr Kent added that the: next questions

were how to use the freed land and buildings at: the Printing
Works.
Mr Midgley noted that the contracting areas were those with
clerical, computer or premises staff, while the expanding areas
were demanding analysts and other professionals.

Clearly this

imbalance created tensions in staffing, a point:
Sir

C~ristopher

Hogg considered a crucial issue for Court to

consider.
The Ci t y of London : International Competitive1~ es s and
Leadership (Sir Peter Pe t rie , Mr Beverly and Miss Seal i n
attendanc e )
In presenting this paper, which outlined curre:nt competitive
issues , the different views on the issue of leadership in the
City, threats to London's international position and the role
the Bank has been playing, Mr Kent noted that there were two
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schools of thought on how London should be prorrtoted:

those who

favoured a grand plan, and those who felt that co - ordinat1on
between the various bodies would be more productive.
favoured the latter approach.

The Bank

Sir Christopher Hogg did not favour the ''grand plan" approach,
although he feared that the Government would be aLLracLed to
that route.

He felt that the Bank had a role towards the City

analogous to that of a non-executive director towards a
company, being responsible for the welfare of that company but
without the executive responsibility for day t<> day management.
Sir Martin Jacomb felt that the Bank's traditic,nal role in
promoting change in the City had been very beneficial.
However, he doubted that overseas promotions by British
Invi sibles was an effective way of generating muc h business for
the City.

Indeed, it: could be count:er-producc.:Lve, by prompting

Par i s and Frankfurt to initiate their own strategies.

The

right way to help the City was for companies t o go abroad and
get their own business.

The Bank's contribution should be to

remind politicians of the value of the City as an exporter and
an employer, and to publicise the need to reduce the costs to
the City of regulation and taxes.
been built on tax privileges.
gone too far,

Lloyd's post war role had

Although these had, perhaps,

their removal had enabled continental centres to

advance at London's expense.

Mrs Heaton agre1:d with the need

to educate Whitehall and Westminster, and perhaps Brussels too,
about the value and the needs of the City.
The Governor also doubted the value of the "grand plan"
approach .

He felt that the Bank's role should be to provide a

favourab l e environment in which the City could do bus1 ness.
Although the Bank could act as a representative of the City co
the Government, one must recognise the limitations of that
role.

City interests could often have a bigger impact on

Government when the Bank facilitates contacts between the two,
rather than acting itself as the channel of communication .
The Bank's role should be to act as a catalyst in getting City
bodies to work together .

Sir David Cooksey agreed with the

Governor's view and stressed that it was important to get the
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City's message across to Civil Servants - otherwise it was
harder to persuade Ministers .

Structural Imbalances and EMU (Sir Peter Petrie and
Messrs Collins and Jenkinson in a t tendanc e)
In introducing this paper, which addressed the importance of
structural imbalances in the context of EMU, de:fined the
convergence criteria and assessed the likelihood of countries
satisfying them in the near future, Mr Jenkinson pointed out
that economies in the European Union were infle:xible in wage
and price setting and therefore external shocks tended to lead
to higher unemployment.

In this situation there were risks in

locking exchange rates, as it removed a cool which could
facil i tate econom1c adjustment .

If inadequate wage and price

adjustmenc led to stagnation in some regions, i.t could give
rise to increased labour migration, although that would be
limited by language and cultural barriers.

The consequent

need for fiscal transfers could cause problems for the European
Union budget, which was still relatively small.

Finally,

judging monetary policy for the Union could be difficult if the
economic needs for regions varied.
Mrs Heaton was not surprised by the analysis.

She noted that

the larger the Union the greater would be the strains, but that
this would be something that had to be coped with in order to
get the benefits of a common currency .

Sir Colin Corness

noted the remarkable transformation in East Germany since its
union with the west, and observed that this required large cash
inflows.

In EMU would countries like Spain expect

large inflows?

sim~larly

The Governor felt that Spain, Ireland, Greece

and Portugal looked for inflows as a result of Union.
Sir ChrisLopher Hogg was concerned by the dangc:rs of putting
the monetary cart before the political horse, a point echoed by
Sir Martin Jacomb who noted that in the last c•entury monetary
union in Germany came at the end of a long political process .
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Mr King said that monetary union required sustainable
convergence which amounted to the economies responding
similarly to external shocks .

A few European Union countries

were already in that position and could form a monetary union
tomorrow; but, for most, that would be impossible.

Monetary

union did not imply price stability throughout the area.
Rather,

Lhere are changes in the real exchange rates between

the regions brought about by different regional. inflation
rates .

Thus those countries which hoped to ac:hieve price

stability by joining a monetary union might not., in fact,
achieve their wish .

EMI:
transi t ion to a single currency ( Sir
Messrs Co l l ins and Jenkinson in attendance)

Pe t e~r

Petrie,

With reference to a Minute of 21 December 1994, Mr Collins said
that the paper before Court today addressed

the~

speed of

transition to a single currency. It followed on from a previous
discussion, when developments in Stage 2 of EMtJ were
considered.

In introducing this paper, Mr Collins noted that

even the Maas Group, who were amongst the most enthusiastic
advocates of an early change to a single currency, recognised
the need for a six month period of double-running (phase 3a) ,
with the ECU and national currencies circulatir1g before the ECU
could become the single currency.

Therefore, certain fixed

costs would have to be faced in any event.

It: was not clear

that major accounting problems would arise, as the exchange
rates would be completely fixed.

Al l chat would be involved

would be an arithmetical translation between units of account .
The principal problem that could arise in phasE: 3a might be if
markets were to Lest the

cred~bility

of the sy:3Lem by exerting

pressure on one or more of the currencies.

This would lead to

flows of the Lhreatened currency into the European Central
Bank,

wh~ch

would find it had mounting assets in that currency,

and liabilities in ECU.

This would not be a problem provided

that the exchange rates remained unchanged .

:But in the event

of a country leaving the Union, the costs of this exchange rate
mismatch would have to be passed on to it .
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Sir Christopher Hogg remained unconvinced . He felt that
naLional currencies should not last a minute longer than was
necessary .
He did not see any need for a phase 3a.
The
Governor felt that the benefits from EMU came from locking the
parities and introducing a single monetary policy.
The
transaction costs of moving between fixed rate currenc i es would
be very small; and indeed, the national currencies could

Tn phase 3a, those who wanted to switch to

continue for ever.

ECU quickly would have the freedom Lo do so, but the Governor
did not see the need to impose the ECU on those people who
mlghL prefer to use national currencies.
Sir Martin Jacomb
was concerned that .::.n phase 3a a country with a weak fiscal
position might be able to abuse its power to finance ics
deficit by, ln effect, printing ECUs. He expressed concern
that the Maastricht commitments might not be achievable by some
Governments.

The Governor observed that the creation of money

within the Union would be a concern for the monetary policy of
the European Central Bank .

National Governments would retain

control over their fiscal deficits within the constraints laid
down by the Treaty.

But he took noLe of Sir Martin Jacomb's

comments, which could be another reason for being cautious over
monetary union .

Sir Chips Keswick asked how a country might

go bankrupt within the Monetary Union. The Governor explained
that it was analogous to a local authority witt1in a national
state.

Markets would respond to an excessive supply of deot

by a government and indeed the market could c:ose completely if
defau l t loomed.

Mr Quinn thought there could be a need :or

more empirical work on the costs of sw i tching national
currencies into ECU at the start of phase 3b.
that the European Banking Federation and the
this question.

Mr Collins said
E~1I

were examining

The banks were concerned that it would be

expensive and that it would require a long lead-time; naturally
they would not make the necessary investments lllltil they were
sure that phase 3b would come about.
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Sir Chips Keswick :

Directorships

Court gave their approval to Sir Chips Keswick joining the
Boards of Anglo American Corporation of South Africa Ltd and
Central Holdings International Ltd .

The Executive Report
1

With reference to a Minute of 19 October, the Deputy
Governor said that he had met the Chancellor and the
Permanent Secretary earlier in che month to discuss the
areas of the Bank targeted by the Treasury team i n HMT's
Fundamental Expenditure Review.
He added that the
discussion centred on the Printing Works, the Registrar ' s
Department and Note Issue .

The Chancellor did not seem

mindPd to pursue radical changes on Note Printing, but was
more attracted by the possibility that Lhe private sector
could take on the registration function .
The Bank had
pointed Lo the possible loss of quality of service that
this route might entail ; if the Treasury chose to go to
Lender, the Bank would want to bid for the work.
The
Deputy Governor said that there were further economies
planned for that Department.

The question of the Note

Issue was tied up with the Branches' Review, but we might
have further savings to offer the Treasury.

Overall ,

however, these items were relatively minor matters in Lhe
Treasury's review of total public spending.
2

The Governor advised Court of the latest developments with
regard to Lhe support package for Mexico.
He reminded
Directors of the origins of the support proposals which had
emerged shortly before the New Year.

When the US

authorities had to withdraw their attempt t:o obtain
Congressional support for guarantees to Mexico, the
arrangements had to be reconstructed. They now rested
heavily on the use of the US official rese-rves and a very
large standby cred1t from the IMF .
This would be
supported by a $10 bn faci lity from the BIS and a similar

facility from non-G.lO central banks.
the BIS facility for Mexico would itself be
cash collateralised.

This arrangement was designed to

build market confidence in Mexico rather than provide real
resources, which would create risks for the BIS and its
members.
Standing Committees

The Governor thanked Directors for their help in changing the
membership of the Standing Committees and promised that details
of the revised Committee structure would be circulated shortly.

The Governor paid tribute co Sir Martin Jacomb and
Sir Colin Corness on the occasion of their last. appearance at
Court .

He asked Lhat his gratitude be recorded , together with

that of their colleagues on Court, both past and present.
In accordance with the terms of reference of the Sealing
Committee, the Minute Book of that Committee WclS laid before
Court for inspection .
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MI NUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE

B~~K

WEDNESDAY 22 FEBRUARY 1995

Present
Rupert Lascelles Pennant-Rea, Esq, Deputy Governor
Br ian Quinn , Esq
Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq
Mervyn AllisLer King , Esq
Si r Christopher Jeremy Morse, KCMG

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
ra tificat1on by the next Court.
The Minutes of the last Court, having been circulated, were noted .
Mr King spoke about the foreign exchanges and the state of the
domestic markets.
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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
SUNDAY 26 FEBRUARY 1995 ( 6 . 30 pm)
Present
Edward Alan John George , Esq , Governor
Rupert Lascelles Pennant-Rea, Esq. Deputy Governor
Sir David James Scott Cooksey (from 7 . 00 pm)
Mrs Frances Anne Heaton (from 7 . 00 pm)
Sir Christopher Anthony Hogg
Sir Martin Wakefield Jacomb (from 7.05 pm)
Sir John Chippendale Lindley Keswick
Mervyn Allister King, Esq
Ms Sheila Valerie Masters (from 6 . 50 pm)
Ian Plenderleith, Esq
Brian Quinn, Esq
Sir David Gerald Scholey, CBE
Professor Sir Roland Smith

The Governor thanked Members for attending at the Bank at short
notice on a Sunduy e v en i ng .
The Governor said that a situation had arisen over the weekend
at Barings.

A trader in Singapore, employed by Barings

Futures Ltd, had built up large unauthor1sed positions in the
Nikkei Future, the Japanese Government Bonds Future and the
Euro-Yen Future.

As of Friday night, the mark-to-market

losses on these contracts were £385 mn, and

ovE~r

losses of a further £240 mn had been identified .
positions were still open .

the weekend
All of these

The Nikkei was likely to open in

the morning substantially down, so that the losses were likely
to rise further.

We had over the weekend obtained an

indicative price for clos i ng out the contracts of £175 mn .
This meant that the total loss facing Barings \NuS of the order
of £800 mn, and Barings t h erefore had a net deficiency.
Discussions had been taking place over the weekend with a
consortium of leading banks , and they had come up with
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contingent commitments to recapitalise Barings amount1ng to
£640 mn.

Subsequent to that, it had emerged that the Brunei

Investment Authority would be prepared not only to provide a
cap to the open positions on the Nikkei Index, which was of
course a pre-condition of any capital injection, but would also
be prepared to put in £300 mn of equity in return for 50 . 1% of
the company.

If they did so, the call on the consortium would

be proportionately less.

Barings already had £100 mn of spare

capital , and we could accept a risk asset ratio of 8%, down
from the former 10%.

There were also ways in which Barings

could free-up capital by cutting their balance sheet.
This deal did not necessarily require Bank of England
involvement.

Our contribution would be to sort out the

liquidily if the cap were put in place and an equity i njection
provided.

Barings had an adequate bond book, and we would be

able to provide if necessary up to £500 mn of liquidity against
good collateral .
There was one way in which we had been asked to support the
capital injection:

the Brunei Investment AuLhor i Ly, who would

be taking the Nikkei open positions out, were concerned about
their technical capacity to complete the transaction, and the
proposal was that they would assign their positions to Bankers
Trust and CSFB via the Bank of England .

We would therefore

take the positions ourselves, with Brunei indemnifying us
against all costs and losses.
be in effect unsecured.

The indemnity from Brunei would

The Governor asked if Court, subject

to legal advice, would be prepared to accept this risk.
Sir Chips Keswick said that he would be very uncomfortable with
such a risk unless a large part of Brunei's cash were avai l able
as collateral;

the Governor sa1d that it would be possible to

try, and an alternative might be to give Brunei comfort that
the deal was a reasonable transaction.

Sir Chips remained

concerned both about Brunei's motives and about the
technicalities of the transaction.

In response to further

questions and comments from Members of Court, the Governor said
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that if the proposed rescue package could not be agreed, then
Barings would certainly have to stop that evening.
Sir David Scholey asked whether the Bank felt that Barings'
failure would trigger a systemic crisis.

The Governor said
that the perception that we were prepared to let Barings stop

would have a major effect on all British banks, but we would
present this as not a generic problem but one relating to
Barings only.

We would try to make it clear that potential

liquidity problems would be addressed by the Bank of England .
Sir David Scholey said that in the meeting of bankers that had
taken pJace earlier in the day, a representative of Deutsche
Bank had stressed the potential damage to London as a financial
centre if Barings were to stop.
Members o f Court agreed that should the need arise,

the Bank

could enter into the proposed transaction with Brunei.

The

Governor then reported chat the proposals had changed, and that
Brunei were now looking more for comfort Lhan for the Bank's
intermediation;

Members of Court agreed that this should be

given as necessary.
Sir Roland Smith asked what the Bank's loss would be if Barings
were to stop .

Mr Plenderleith said that we had £70 mn of

Barings' bills in hand, though there was of course recourse to
the drawer.
The Governor said that che syndicate of bankers had reached
broad agreement on a contribution, and there was no need for
the Bank to put any money in.

However it had been represented

to him that a token contribution from the Bank would be
welcome, and he would like Court's authority to put £5 mn in to
the capital injection.

The Treasury had earlier been prepared

to contemplate our participating on a much larger scale.
Court agreed to this proposal.

-"
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COURT OF DIRECTORS
For the year ended 29 February 1996

Declaration
Made before
Edward Alan John George, Esq, ~uty Governor
Rupert Lascelles Pennant-Rea, Esq, Deputy Governor
Sir David Gerald Scholey, CBE
Brian Quinn, Esq
Mervyn Allister King, Esq
The Governor

15.3.95

#Sir David Bryan Lees
Professor Sir Roland Smith

The Governor

15.3.95

#Sir Colin Grieve Southgate
Sir Christopher Anthony Hogg
Mrs Frances Anne Heaton
Sir John Chippendale Lindley Keswick
Sir Christopher Jeremy Morse, KCMG
Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq
Ian Plenderleith, Esq
Sir David James Scott Cooksey
Ms Sheila Valerie Masters

The Governor

15.3.95

The Governor

9.3.95

*Neville Ian Simms, Esq
*David Alec Gwyn Simon, Esq CBE

# Reappointed 1 March 1995
* Appointed 1 March 1995
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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 1 MARCH 1995
Present
Edward Alan John George , Esq, Governor
Rupert Lascelles Pennant - Rea, Esq, Deputy Governor
Mrs Frances Anne Heaton
sir John Chippendale Lindley Keswick
Mervyn Allister King, Esq
Sir David Bryan Lees
Ms Sheila Valerie Masters
Ian Plenderleith, Esq
Brian Quinn, Esq

The Minutes of the Court of 15 February, the Meeting of 22 February
and the Court o f 26 February, havi ng been circulated, were
approved.
Mr Plenderleith spoke about the foreign exchanges and the state of
the domestic markets.

Although sterling had been marked down

sharply when the foreign exchange markets re-opened following che
revelations about Barings, it had recovered somewhat during Monday
and had not been under any particular pressure since .

The domestic

financial markets were steady, as was the equity market, which had
recouped some of the decline recorded at the beginning of the week .
The Bank was monitoring liquidity levels and had noted evidence of
lines of credit being withdrawn from classes of banks, but not at
present on a sca l e to cause undue concern .
Under the executive report, the Governor said that it might be
necessary for the Bank to quote a price for Barings' CDs for
institutions whose holdings of the latter were equivalent to a
substantial part of their capital .

Given the current uncertainty,

it was difficult for a holder to value this one-name paper .

To

date , we were a ware of only one i nstitution , holding £25mn of
Barings ' CDs , which might be a case in point and the Governor
thought that we should have heard already were the problem a large
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scale one .

Quoting a price would, the Governor acknowledged,

involve the Bank in some risk, but this was unlikely t o be material
in relation to the Bank's balance sheet .

Any deal would be a

private one with the holder of the COs, and only at a price which
met the minimum needs of the ho l ders .
court , noting that the matter would be revisited , should the risk
to the Bank prove to be greater t han currently envisaged , approved
the provision of liquidity in t h e circumstances and manner which
the Governor had outlined .
The Governor said that the Agenda for the Long Court on 15 March
would be varied to include discussion of the Barings case and its
implications.
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 8 MARCH 1995
Present
Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor
Rupert Lascelles Pennant-Rea, Esq, Deputy Governor
Mervyn Allister King, Esq
Sir Christopher Jeremy Morse, KCMG
ran Plenderleith, Esq
Brian Quinn , Esq

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
rat1fication by the next Court.
The Minutes of the last Court, having been circulated, were noted .
Mr Plenderleith spoke about the foreign exchanges and the state of
the domestic markets .

pr~l
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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 15 MARCH 1995
Present
Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor
Rupert Lascelles Pennant-Rea, Esq, Deputy Governor
Sir David James Scott Cooksey
Mrs Frances Anne Heaton
Sir Christopher Anthony Hogg
Sir John Chippendale Lindley Keswick
Sir David Bryan Lees
Sir Christopher Jeremy Morse, KCMG
Ian Plenderleith, Esq
Brian Quinn, Esq
Sir David Gerald Schol ey, CBS
Neville Ian Simms, Esq
Professor Sir Roland Smith
Sir Colin Grieve Southgate

The Governor welcomed Mr Simms on the occasion of his first
attendance at Court .

He added that due to prior engagements,

Mr Simon was not expecting to attend Court before April .
Minutes
The Minutes of the Court of 1 March and the Meeting of
8 March, having been circulated , were approved.
Monthly Economi c and Market Report, i ncluding market charts
(Me ssrs Allen and Bowen i n attendance)
Introducing the Report, Mr Al l en said that there had been
clear signs of an upturn in retail price inflation, on all
measures , beginning late in 1 994 .

The January RPI figures

were in line with the pro j ection in the February Inflation
Report, but the major development since its publication had
been the fall in the exchange rate - nearly 3% on the
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effective index.

This obviously raised questions about the
impact on inflation. There were three possibilities:
(i)

the exchange rate fall might prove temporary, and
be reversed with no effect on inflation;

(ii)

the lower rate might persist for a while with some
temporary impact on inflation caused by higher
lmport prices;

or

(iii) the weakening might prove permanent, in which case
higher import prices could be expected to spread
into domestic costs and prices.
At the extreme,
th i s could add 1/4% - 1/2% to the inflation rate in
two years' time.
On output, there were clear signs of a slowing, and the
economy was now growing at a more sustainable rate.

There

was still evidence of a dual economy, with tradable products
growing strongly but non-tradables doing less well, especially
in those sectors close to the consumer.

Recent exchange rate

movements would do nothing to reduce this.

Manufacturers

were still being disappointed in their ambitions to raise
prices further, with the extent to which they could pass costs
on to consumers clearly restrained by weak consumer demand.
Over the past few months, industrial production appeared to
have flattened out - according to the published statistics, it
had barely increased since August o f last yea r , after grow1ng
by 5 3/4% in t he preced1ng 12 months.

This was puzzling,

because CBI surveys reported stronger economic output ,
particularly for export.

our own Agents' reports showed much

the same story as the CBI.
Another puzzle related to manufacturing investment, which had
not increased as much as might have been expected, given
expectations about output.

Part of the answer might be that

manufacturers were responding to increased demand by adding
new shifts and taking on more labour, thus using their
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existing capital plant more intensively.

It was certainly
true that employment in manufacturing had risen by 37,000

since September, the first substantial increase in
manufacturing employment for many years.

Meanwhi le

underlying annual earnings growth in manufacturing had gone up
from 4

3/4~

to 2 3/4%.

to

5~,

while in services i t had f allen from 3

1/2~

That left underlying earnings growth for the whole
1/2~

economy at 3

- about

1/2~

less than we had expected a

year ago.
Mr Plenderleith said that the past month had been a turbulent
period in financial markets, and sterling, while generally on
the sidelines, had recently been drawn in.

However, this had

not had Much effect on the domestic markets.
The main story
was of dollar weakness.
There were many possible
exp l anat i ons:
differentials;
in Congress;

a shift in forward-looking in t eres t rate
the failure of the balanced budge t amendment
and Mexico.

The effect of the weak dollar had

been felt mainly in the weaker European countries;
and the escudo had been re-aligned in the ERM;

the peseta

and there had

been rises in Italian and French interest rates.

Sterling

had initially risen against the dollar, but then ran into
profit taking, and had fallen against the Deutschemark.

The

fall had been partly reversed, so that the ERI had weakened by
only

2~

over the period.

The lack of impact on domestic

markets was illustrated by the short - term interest rate
future, which showed expectations of three-month interest
rates in December lower now than a month ago;
yield curve had also fallen.
the view that

ster ~ ing's

the bond market

The market was plainl y

tak~ng

decline would not feed through into

inflation, either because it would prove temporary, or
because, if permanent, there would be a monetary policy
response.

Confidence in our own monetary policy stance had

given us some support relative to other European countries.
Sir Christopher Hogg commented that much of Lhe analysis was
based on vo l ume and output measures, rather than
profitability.

Company management tended to be driven by

margins, profitability and cash flow:

if those elements were
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disappointing, then firms would undoubtedly remain cautious
about investmenc .

The Governor felt that profitability had

been quite strong in manufacturing, and Mr Allen noted that
profitability on exports was likely to be high .

Commenting

on activity, the Governor sa i d that there had been a
slow-down, and that the run of numbers had been relatively
weak since the turn of t he year .
But the Agents and the CBI
remained fairly positive .

Sir David Lees said that there had

been little falling away in the engineering sector, though
building was weaker .

Sir Roland Smith said that the pressure

was undoubtedly on margins because of raw material costs.
There was still a lack of confidence about the outlook, and
employers were tending to use capacity more intensively, as
Mr Allen had suggested.

They were, for example, caking on

more part-time workers, which gave them more

flexibili~y.

One part1cular complaint :rom managers relaced to electricity
prices, which had risen very sharply in January and February.
Sir Colin Southgate said that this applied only to pool
electricity prices, and would not have affected those firms
which had hedged .
Mr PlenderleiLh asked whether capacity was a leso absolute
concept than formerly .

Sir Roland Smith said that there was

certainly more flexibility in the way companies could use
labour, and that it was therefore possible to use existing
plant more inlensively.
course .

This would not go on forever, of

Eventually there would be a need for new investment;

and during the recession a lot of product development had been
abandoned .

Sir Roland suggested that further work be

undertaken to try to understand not just what was happening,
but why.

Sir Christopher Hogg remarked that the Agents'

reports provided an excellent and consistent analysis, but
Sir David Scholey commented that they tended to report current
perceptions rather than explain them;

it ought to be

possible , looking at company analysts' reports on the major
industrial companies , to provide more analysis of their
investment behaviour .
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Mr Simms said that construction output, after three years of
decline, had been rising gently for the past 18 months.

The

make-up of the improvement was complex, with the Government
chopping and changing on the road-building programme;

but

commercial building was looking up, and that was an important
part of total demand.
in previous recessions.

The recovery was far less strong than
Private sector housing remained

extremely weak - with prices flat in 1994 as a whole, and
dropping in the early part of 1995.

The effecls of this

would undoubtedly be felt further down the chain.

Sir Chips

Keswick felt that housebuilding in the early part of the year
had been less depressed.
The Governor commented that the overall picture was difficult
to assess.
7here were encouraging figures from t he labour
markets, and a ray o: hope on input prices.
pla~nly

But there was

a good deal of cost pressure in between.

On output,

the general indications o: weakness were greater in the first
quarter of this year than previously.

It was also clear that

the exchange rate could become more of a problem.

The Barings Fa i lure

With reference to Minutes of 26 February and 1 March, the
Governor reported on the events at Barings.

The focus now

was on the Investigation, which had a lot of ground to cover.
It would need to comment on the lines of responsibility within
Barings;

on the internal and external audit processes;

and

on regulatory arrangements, including contacts between the
local regulators in Singapore and Japan, the Securities and
Futures Authority and the Bank of England.
Concern had been expressed publicly about the make-up of the
investigation, and in particular about the Bank apparently
acting as judge and jury in its own case.
decided within the Board that

~he

It had been

three Executive members

would step out of Lhe process for that part of the enquiry
relating to the Bank, so that the six independent members
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would report independently, wich Sir Alan Hardcastle as
Convenor.

The aim, initially, was simply to establish the

facts, and we had set ourselves a target of six weeks to
complete it.

The conclusions would be in two parts:

first,

dealing with the failure itself, and the actions which Barings
and possibly the regulators could or should have taken.
Second, there would be regulatory lessons:

whether the

structures or format of regulation could be improved.
At first, public attention had focused on the "all to do with
derivatives~

argument.

That view had modified a bit:

it was

clear that what had actually happened was an old-fashioned
control failure.

Moreover, the derivatives over which

Barings had come to grief were

re~a~ively

simple ones.

There

had been some debate, too, about whether we sho u l d have
constructed a market rescue.

The reasons why we had not been

able to do so seemed to be genera l ly understood.

And there

had been a debate about whether public money should have been
used to rescue Barings.

Generally, and leaving aside some

rather excitable comment, it had been accepted that this was
neither a case of simple liquidity difficulty nor a systemic
problem.
The Administrator had been very fortunate to find ING Bank.
If that proposal had failed, Barings would have been sold in
bits, and the ordinary credicors would have lost money.

It

would have been a much messier and more highly-charged
situation.
There were bound to be long-term effects, not so much for
London as an international financial centre as for the British
banks.

Some pressures had been evident already;

episode would not have made them any easier.

the Barings

In the

inter-bank market, some banks were paying a litt l e more for
funds, but less that might have been the case.

we had made

it clear that we stood ready to provide liquidity if needed,
but no one had taken us up on that .
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Mr Quinn, commenting on the previous supervision of Barings,
said that the house had been highly regarded in the Bank.
had seemed to be a well-run institution.

It

Its main profit

streams had been evenly spread, and year-in and year-out had
produced good results.
That was the gener~l market view of
Barings as well.

We had seen them regularly, and although we

did not do inspections, we did have reports from the auditors:
there had been no sign in those reports of control
deficiencies.

The auditors had described Barings' control

arrangements as relatively informal, but had seemed to regard
that as a strength rather than a weakness .
Much had been made in the press of the internal audi t report
last year.
expected to.

We had not seen that report, and would not have
The press had also commented on the possible

breach of the large exposures

r~le.

There had been an

occasion last Spring when the exposure of Barings to its
overseas

securit~es

operations temporarily breac hed t he 25%

limit, but it had been brought back at our request.

There

had been no subsequent sign of the limit being exceeded.

A

request from Barings for a concession was received late last
year, bul rejected.

The speed with which the exposure to the

Singapore operation raced away had not been visible from the
returns, which we received quarterly.
Our own position was that we were the lead regulator in the
UK.

It was we who called the colleges of supervisors

domestically, and we also conducted consolidated supervision
worldwide.
ourselves.

This was plainly not something we could do by
We had to co-operate with other authorities.

the UK, the authorities concerned were the SFA and IMRO;
in Singapore, SIMEX and the Monetary Author j ty.

In
and

There had

been no sign of concern among any of the other supervisors;
Mr Quinn had seen the Singapore Supervisors in mi d-January,
specifically to discuss the OK banks, and no concerns had been
raised .
One positive outcome of the Barings failure was that every
single institution in the United Kingdom was now looking very
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hard at its own systems and controls.

Buc there were also

implications for the merchant banking sector as a whole.

The

impact might be limited to a price adjustment in the money
market;

it might go further.

Sir Colin Southgate asked whether money flows on Lhe scale
that had apparently taken place at Barings would have been
spotted in another major bank.

Sir David Scholey said that

not knowing how the transfers had taken place, that question
could not be answered.
not know the facts:

The Governor said that we simply did

if it had gone from Barings Brothers

Limited to Barings Futures, there would have been a large
exposure breach.

But it might not have gone that way.

It

might have involved drawing down banking lines in the Far
East.
Sir Roland Smith said that

t~e

more he heard about the story,

the more he wondered how we could ever supervise financial
institutions.

Mr Quinn had described Barings as well-run,

but what had recently emerged clearly demonstrated that the
business was not under proper control.

Somehow we needed to

have the inquisitoria l mechanisms in the Bank to find out
whether controls really were adequate .
we had those.

It wa s not clear that

The Governor felt that this question lay at

the heart of the debate.

What realistically could a

regulator be expected to do?

He hoped very much that in the

wake of the investigation chat point could be debated
properly.

He had a feeling that expectations of regulators

had been running far too high.

We were expected to provide

more protPct i on than was actually possible.
Sir Chips Keswick said that the market had missed the Barings
problem as much as the regulators.

He also noted that the

bonus structure of Barings could have created some of the
tensions and control weaknesses.

He was critical of the

appearance by Mr Sharples of the Securities and Futures
Au t hority on television the previous Monday.
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Sir Jeremy Morse said that while it was fair to say that this
kind of thing could always happen, it didn't have to happen on
this scale.

The checks - managerial and regulatory - were

important.
It was clear that a lot of traditional attitudes
to control had lapsed in this case .
He did not think that
the Bank should make too much of the "don't exaggerate what
regulation can do" point.

He felt that the problem at

Barings had been a rather characteristic one of a formerly
conservatjve institution going into an unconservative line of
business:

the same had happened with Lloyds in Lugano, Credit

Suisse in Chiasso and Continental Illinois in property in
Florida.
He was also not sure that the Governor was right to
dismiss the derivatives element.

Another po i nt was the

concern about mer chant bank investment advisory arms re depositing client funds with the parent institution.

He felt

that there would be pressure now for them to r e deposit with
the major clearing banks, and this might erode the deposit
The Governor said t hat he had heard
base for merchant banks.
this said, but equally had heard complaints that when people
ran to larger institutions they got lower interest rates.

He

thought it possible that if the client money rules were
changed, the result would be that client funds would be placed
with more rather than less risky institutions, in order to
increase returns.

Payment t o HMT in Li e u of Dividend

The Governor advised Court that the interim payment, in lieu
of dividend, was due to be made to HM Treasury on 5 April.
The Deputy Governor went on to say tha t the agreement in
effect preserved our asset base and earning capacity in almost
every respect.

on the contribution to the EMI, the effect of

the settlement was that we and the Treasury would each
contribute half.
Court agreed that, pursuant to Section 1(4) of the Bank of
England Act 1946, an interim payment of £51.85 mn be paid to
HM Treasury in lieu of dividend on 5 April .
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Review of Workings of Court
Introducing the paper, the Deputy Governor said that there had
been many changes, and Court might now want to take stock .
There were two specific recommendations, designed to simplify
the procedures whereby outside appointments were sanctioned.
Specifically, it was proposed to withdraw the Court decisions
of 1929 and 1918, and to substitute an arrangement whereby
Directors simply notified the Secretary, in advance of
accepting outside appointments.

Sir David Scholey said that

he had in practice no difficulty with the concept of seeking
the Governor's approval for Directorships that he proposed to
undertake;

and he asked what the Bank's attitude would be if

a Director were to become a director of a foreign bank.
Sir Chips Keswick felt =hat it was important for the Governor
still to have the ability to warn Directors against unsuitable
outside appointments .

The Governor said that the aim of the

recommendation had been co try to avoid burdening Court with a
series of routine appointments, but he accepted the points
made by Sir David Scholey and Sir Chips Keswick, and would
offer a revised recommendation at a future Court.
Turning to the substance of the paper, Sir Chips Keswick felt
that the international aspects of the Bank's work were no
longer getting sufficient prominence at Court.

It was very

evident that the Mexican situation had had an effect on the
domestic economy;

we did need a regular opportunity for Court

to discuss international a:fairs.
Sir Jeremy Morse commented on the annual strategy Court.

He

felt that the sequence of presentations by Heads of Function
was no substitute for a proper discussion of the Bank's
strategy;

and it was also no substitute for proper Heads of

Function reports.

He felt it was important for Court to see

Heads of Function reasonably frequently.

Other Members felt

that, when Heads of Function came to Court, they should have a
proper issue to discuss .
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Sir David Scholey said that he had very greatly valued the
opportunity for an informal discussion with the Governors over
lunch, and felt that this should be repeated every nine months
or so.

Sir David Lees hoped that Court would have a

discussion of senior succession planning.

The Deputy

Governor said that such a discussion was planned.
Sir Christopher Hogg said that he was conscious LhaL the
recent changes in Court had been very much driven by the
Non -Executive Directors, but he would be inLerested to know
how the Executives saw Court.

He had no idea whether and in

what areas Court's input was valued, or whether Court was
regarded as an unnecessary encumbrance.

The Governor said

that he didn't view Court in that light .
Sir David Cooksey;

a Chairmanship

Court gave their approval to Sir David Cooksey

becom~ng

Chairman of the Local Government Commission.
Appointments, a Resolution and a Recommendation
Court approved the membership of the Remuneration and Audit
Committees and the Trustees of the two Pension Schemes, to
29 February 1996, namely:Remuneration Committee
Sir David Scholey, Chairman
Sir David Lees
Professor Sir Roland Smith
Sir Colin Southgate
Sir Chrictopher Hogg

Audit committee

Trustees ,
Professor
Sir Colin
Sir Chips

Trustees , Staff Peneion Fund

Court Pension Scheme
Sir Roland Smith, Chairman
Southgate
Keswick

Sir David Lees, Chairman
Sir Jeremy Morse
Sir David Cooksey
Ms Masters

Mr Simms

Sir Christopher Hogg, Chairman
Mrs Heaton
Sir Chips Keswick
Nr Kent
Mr Simon
Mr Lecky-Thompson

The Governor advised Court that Lord Laing had agreed to serve
as Chairman of BE Services Ltd, the Bank's catering
subsidiary, for a further and final year.
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The Governor mentioned that the Bank is one of a number of
institutions entitled to appoint a director of Opportunities
for People with Disabilities.
The Company secretary of that
organisation had recently recommended that sponsoring
institutions should formally appoint their representatives,
and a Resolution to this effect was presented to Court.
It was RESOLVED that pursuant to Section 375 of the Companies
Act 1985, as amended and extended by the Companies Act 1989,
and until otherwise resolved by the Court of Directors,
MR JOHN BARTLETT be authorised to act as the representative of
the Governor and Company of the Bank of England at any meeting
of Opportunities for People with Disabilities.
Following the retirement of Mr H C E Harris last Autumn,
Mr Gordon Midgley, the Bank's Finance Director, had taken over
some of his responsibilities and the Governor introduced a
Recommendation delegating authority to Mr Midgley to approve
certain items .
Court approved the Recommendation that with immediate effect,
Mr Gordon Midgley be authorised to act as a Governor for the
purposes of:(a)

authorising expenditure in addition to agreed
annual budgets ; and

(b)

authorising and monitoring projects,

wi thin parameters specified, from time to time, by the
Deputy Governor, and on the basis that Mr Midgley would
provide him with quarterly reports of what he has
authorised.

Personnel S t rategy 199 5-98 (Mr Lecky - Thomps on in a ttendanc e )
Mr Lecky-Thompson introduced his paper.
He said that the aim
was to move first to good personnel practice, to support the
Bank's aims and objectives, and then ultimately to move to
best practice.
The institution was in the midst of change,
moving from an era of welfare paternalism towards an
environment in which we had to support staff in managing their
own careers, and to inculcate less expectation of automatic )
~
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advancement.

There was plainly a morale problem, which could

be addressed only if management was open and honest about
individuals' prospects.
The aim of the personnel function
was to help line managers manage.

With this in mind he was

proposing to upgrade and upskill the personnel function, so
that the professionals there would be better able to provide
line management with practical help in their day to day
operations.

He told Court that the local TEC had agreed a

£10,000 to £15,000 grant to assist in this process.

Mr Lecky-Thompson cautioned that culture change was inevitably
a long drawn - out process:

the pace could not be forced.

Sir Christopher Hogg said that it was plainly essent1al to be
clear about what the Bank was trying to do.

In particular,

he felt that there should be more clarity about the third core
purpose, which was distinctly ambiguous at present, and could
mean that anything that went wrong in the financial sector was
attributed to the Bank .

Sir Jeremy Morse said that he

supporced much of what Mr Lecky-Thompson was proposing.

It

was true that if we could be clear about our purposes, then
that would lift morale.

There was plainly a big culture

change in getting staff to take charge o[ Lheir o wn futures.
It wouJd be helpful to encourage staff to be active in their
own fields outside the Bank.

Like Sir Christopher Hogg, he

felt that there was a clearer focus in the monetary stability
area than in the financial stability area.
Sir David Cooksey commented that in an organisation that was
shrinking, it was very important co keep getting good people
going through.
He felt that the Bank should be more positive
about acting, in effect, as a training ground for other
organisations.
This was a natural process, and we could
recognise it by having more fixed-term contracts.
Keswick Look a different view.

Sir Chips

The Bank was a relatively

small organisation, and in such circumstances a relat1vely
''unfair, ad hoc and paternalistic" structure could work.
was not in favour of the changes proposed:
would not produce what they were aimed at.

He

he felt that they
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Mr Simms said that there was a clear hint in the paper that a
lack of overall strategy made it difficult to set personnel
objectives.
He noted that the paper proposed leaving a staff
opinion survey to 1996.
He thought that was a mistake, and
could lead to management tilting at windmills.
He felt that
the survey should be done this year, and the strategy then
built on the back of what the survey showed and what Court
wished to do.

Sir Colin Southgate felt the proposals were on

the right lines and commented that the best organisations
tended to bring people in at all levels.

Recruitment from

outside could stimulate the existing staff.

We needed to

find ways of attracting bright young people in, but we had to
recognise Lhat not all were going to go to the top.
argued for short-term contracts.

This

He was concerned about the

apparenL morale problem in the Financial Scability wing.

He

saw merit in bringing people into the supervision side from
outside.

The

d~sciplines

were dif ferent, as were the roles.

We should not expect to be able to transfer staff freely
beLween Monetary and Financial Stability.
Sir David Scholey said that the paper was interesting and it
was clear the Bank was going through a massive change of
culture.

He was concerned that if all of the proposals were

implemented, even at the relatively slow pace
Mr Lecky - Thompson had described, the Bank would risk losing
control of the culture of the organisation.
engineered through line management.

Change had to be

He felt it would be

better for the principles set out in the paper to be regarded
as a blueprint, to be implemented by a trickle-down process.
If the various strands got out of kilter, the Bank would be in
serious trouble.
Sir David Lees felt that what was missing from the paper was a
clear cut statement of what the personnel function was
responsible for, and where line management had responsibility .
Sir Roland Smith broadl y supported the proposals and agreed
that Personnel were responsible for definitions:

managers

needed help with definitions, but implementation had to be
their responsibility.

He felt that it was helpful to bring
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people in from outside;

the best places were those where

people were moving through .

Mrs Heaton asked whether it was

possible to quantify the ideal turnover rate.
Mr Lecky-Thompson said that it was hard to do this.
current rate of loss was 4%.
20%.

The

For the City as a whole it was

Plainly we could live with a slight l y higher turnover

so long as we kept the people we wanted.

This was

particularly true in an organ isation where 4-5% of the total
staff were effectively plateaued, and half of Lhose were be i ng
counselled towards outplacement .

We were using fixed-term

contracts, but he was not sure that we were geLting Lhe
distinctions right between contractors and permanent staff .
The culLure in the Bank was still against leavers - who were
known, pejoratively, as

11

quitters".

Sir Jeremy Morse

suggested Lhat it would be useful to compare notes

w ~th

the

FRBNY, which was well known in the United States as a training
ground for Wall Street.
The Governor said it was clear that the Bank had shifted a
little way along the spectrum towards using staff on a shorter
He was not sure how much clearer Court could be
term basis .
about the strategy that provided the structure for Personnel
matters .

We had tried in our annual strategy review to look

both at the purposes of the Bank and at changes of emphasis
for the coming year .

He was concerned about suggestions that

the two wings required completely different people.

It would

be undesirable for the Bank to begin to break down into two
separate units.

There was already a sense that supervision

could be hived off from the Bank, and in some circumstances we
would not dissent from this - for example if regulation took
on a more consumerist nature .
empt that.
manage.

But he did not want to pre-

It would make the Bank increasingly difficult to
Sir David Scholey commented that this would probably

happen unless we created more movemenL of staff at lower
levels.
The Deputy Governor said he would want to consider the
possibility of bringing forwa rd the opinion survey.
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The Executive Report
W1th reference to a Minute of 15 February, the Governor
briefed Members of Court about the BIS fac i lity for Mexico.
He said that the facilit y was now offered, and could be drawn
d o wn .

Th e amount offered so far was $5 bn , and it was pure

window dressing :

it would be paid into a blocked account at

t h e BIS which coul d not b e dra wn on .

All in effect that

would be at risk was t h e int erest on t h e facility .

There was

a possibility of a further $ 5 b n from the BIS , but the
Governor said that he would be reluctant to participate in
this .

Because the facility was riskless, there was no

Treasury guarantee .

The facility could not be drawn until

$9 bn of the US facility had been used.

In addition Mex ico

had obtained $7 . 3 bn from the IMF, with the prospect of a
further $10 bn on 1 July.

Governors' Engagements

The Governor mentioned to Members that they may have seen
reported in the press la s t week t h e death of Lord Benson .

He

was an Adviser on industria l matters (between 1975 and 1983)
to Lord Richardson when he was Governor of the Bank .
The Governor added that Members may also be aware Lhat the
Memorial Service for Lord Nelson of Stafford - a Non-Ex ecutive
Director bet ween 1961 and 1987, who died on 19 January - would
be held at St James's Church, Piccadilly on Tuesday 21 March
at 11 . 30 am.
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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 22 MARCH 1995
Presen t
Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor
Sir David James Scott Cooksey
Sir Christopher Anthony Hogg
Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq
Sir John Chippendale Lindley Keswick
Mervyn Allister King, Esq
Sir David Bryan Lees
Sir Christopher Jeremy Morse , KCMG
Sir David Gerald Scholey, CBE
Professor Sir Roland Smith
Sir Colin Grieve Southgate

The Minutes of the Court of 15 March, having been circulated,
were approved.
Mr King spoke about the markets .

Sterling's weakness at the

end of the previous week had been partly reversed following
statements suggesting a decline in German rates.
likelihood of the Japanese easing their rates.

There was no
The Governor

added that the turbulence in foreign exchange markels was
having little effect on domestic markets anywhere, which made
the arguments that "something musL. be done" sound rather
implausible.
A Letter of Resignati on

The Governor laid before Court a letter from Mr Pennant-Rea
dated 21 March 1995 giving notice of his resignation from
Court, with immediate e ffe ct, in the office of Deputy Governor .
The Governor said that while the Deputy Governor had told him
of the affair a year ago, unti l he saw the newspaper article
the Governor had not known how far the Bank itself had been
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drawn in .

He had therefore taken the view, as had the Deputy,

that this made it difficult for the Deputy to continue.
It was RESOLVED that the Secretary be directed to communicate
to the Chancellor of the Exchequer the notice of resignation of
Mr Pennant-Rea from the office of Deputy Governor of the Bank
pursuant to Clause 8(e) of the Charter of 1 March 1946.
Recommendations from the Chairman of the Remuneration Committee

The Recommendations were approved.

t.
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NOT CIRCULATED TO EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

A DISCUSSION FOLLOWING THE MEETING OF THE COURT OF DIRECTORS ON
22 MARCH 199 5
Mr King and Mr Kent having withd rawn, the Governor said that he had
had a first discussion with the Chancellor and the Permanent
secretary to the Treasury abou t

the succession to Mr Pennant-Rea .

He h a d tol d them that h e wou l d a s k Mr Quinn to take on some of
Mr Pennant-Rea ' s functions a s De puty Governor for an interim
period.

He would not however have the title Deputy Governor or

Acting Deputy Gove r nor .
So far as the permanent succession was concerned, the Chancellor's
instinct was to look for an outsider, and to take some t i me in the
search though he would hope to be able to make an appointment
wi t hin , say,

two months.

He agreed nevertheless that intern al

candidates should also be considered.

The Governor and the

Chancellor had not got very far yet with names, but they had some
thoughts about categories.

The candidate would have an academic

and/or financial background , combined with an ability to manage .
The Gov ernor mentloned a number of candidates who might suit.
Sir Dav i d Scholey said that t h e e mphasis should be on management
qual i ties .

Sir Chips Keswick s a i d that he was concerned about the

Chancellor's presumption that a n outsider would be recruited :

he

felt that an insider would better understand the culture of the
Sir Colin Southgate and Sir
Sir Jere~y Morse agreed .
Bank.
David Lees both felt that it would be helpful for an outsider to
continue the processes started by Mr Pennant-Rea, though Sir 9avid
Lees noted that it would d epend on the list.

Sir Chr~stopher Hogg

asked if there wou l d be further opportunit~es to discuss the
candidates, and the Gove r nor agr eed that there should be a meeting
before his list was final, and possibly a further meeting once the
Cha ncellor ' s own list had been seen.
would very much welcome such me etings .

Members i ndicated that they
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE

Bk~K

WEDNESDAY 29 MARCH 1995

Present
Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor
Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq
sir John Chippendale Lindley Keswick
Mervyn Allister King, Esq
sir Christopher Jeremy Morse, KCMG
ran Plenderleith, Esq
Brian Quinn, Esq

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
ratification by the next Court .
The Minutes of the last Court, having been circulated, were noted.
Mr King spoke briefly about the foreign exchanges and the state of
the domestic markets.

~\
l
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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 5 APRIL 1995
Present
Edward Alan John George, Esq, Governor
Brian Quinn, Esq
Sir David James scott Cooksey
Mrs Frances Anne Heaton
Sir Christopher Anchony Hogg
Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq
Sir John Chippendale Lindley Keswick
Mervyn Allister King, Esq
Sir David Br yan Lees
Ms Sheila Valerie Masters
Ian Plenderleith, Esq
Sir David Gerald Scholey, CBE

The Minutes of the Court of 22 March and the Meeting of
29 March, having been circulated, were approved.
Mr Plenderleith spoke briefly about the foreign exchanges and
the state of the domestic markets.
The Governor mentioned that Mr R L Pennant - Rea had been a
Director of Bank of England Nominees Ltd and, following his
resignation from the Bank, a new appointment needed tc be made
without delay as an incerim arrangement.
It was RESOLVED that consequent upon the resignation of
Mr R L Pennant-Rea on 22 March :995, and pending the
appointment of a new Deputy Governor, and pursuant to Section
375 of the Companies Act 1985, as amended and extended by the
Companies Act 1989, and until otherwise resolved by the Court
of Directors MR GORDON MIDGLEY shall become a Director of Bank of
England Nominees Ltd in place of MR R L PENNANT-REA.

The

Board will then consist of Mr Plenderleith and Mr Midgley .
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MR IAN PLENDERLEITH, or failing him MR GORDON MIDGLEY, be
authorised to act as the representative of the Governor and

Company of the Bank of England at any meeting of Bank of
England Nominees Ltd.
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 12 APRIL 1995

Present
Edward Al an John George, Esq, Governor
Brian Quinn, Esq
Pendarell Hugh Kent, Esq
Mervyn Allister King, Esq
sir Christopher Jeremy Morse, KCMG
Ian Plenderleith, Esq

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
ratification by the next Court.
The Minutes of the last Court, having been circulated, were noted.
Mr Plenderleith spoke briefly about the foreign exchanges.
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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE

Bk~K

WEDNESDAY 19 APRIL 1995
Present
Mr George, Governor
Mr Quinn
Sir David Cooksey
Sir Christopher Hogg
Mr Kent
Sir Chips Keswick
Mr King
Sir David Lees
Ms Masters
Sir Jeremy Morse
Sir David Scholey
Mr Simms
Mr Simon
Sir Roland Smith
Sir Colin Southgate

The Governor welcomed Mr Simon on the occ asion of his first
attendance at Court.
The Minutes of the Court of 5 April and the Meeting of
12 April, having been circulated , were approved .
Monthly Economic and Market Report, including market charts
(Mr Bowen in attendance)

Mr King said that , on output and demand, the story was still of
two economies .
The inf:ation numbers had edged up very
slightly in the past month , but there was no significant change
in the posit 1 0~ from the February Inflation Report .
Data on
costs had gone broadly in the right direction, and the labour
market picture was relatively encouraging .
There were two
questions.
First, the cso figures showed manufacturlng output
flat; but anecdotal and survey evidence suggesLed Lhat the
manufacturing sector was far more buoyant.
Second, the
exchange rate had fal len sharply , that morning reaching record
lows .
The ERI was now 5 1 /2% below its level at the time of
the February report.
This did raise questions for the
inflation projectjon; a t the very least there would be
temporarily higher import prices, leading to an inflationary

t
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blip which monetary policy would not be able to arrest
completely.

There was a quest ion as co whether that would

feed through into the long run.

It was possible to argue that

the lower exchange rate had led to a loosening of our monetary
policy, and on that basis, without countervailing action, it
was possible to see the 1nflationary blip becoming permanent.
But equally the lower e x change rate might be oimply a function
of the monetary policy cyc l e in other countries, or of the
productivity cycle in other countries;

in which case it was

more plausible to see it as a short-term phenomenon.
Sir David Lees said that in his perception output was still
strong, and he felt that the Bank should make efforts to
reconcl_e the survey data from the CBI with the statist1cal
data.

Sir David Cooksey said that all the corrpanies he was

associated w1th had seen a sharp pick-up in the last month or
so, following a slow-down towards the end of last year.
Governor said that we would be seeing the CBI

quar~erly

The
survey

this week, and that would help to set recent trends in context.
Sir Roland Smith and Mr Simms both said that the construction
and contracting sectors were relatively subdued.

Sir David

Scholey thought that it was disappointing that exports were
performing less well here than in some other European
counLries:

Lhe Governor agreed, noting Lhal conditions were

currently excellent for e x ports .

Sir Jeremy Morse asked

whe~her

the patchy recovery was caused

by the depth of the previous recession or by the new monetary
framewo r k.

Mr King identified two main influences:

first,

the fiscal consolidation starting from 1993, and second,
high levels of household debt.

t~e

Both had put pressure on the

personal sector, and had enabled exports to grow rapidly
without endangering inflation.

The good news was that

inflation expectations were down, and earnings growth had
become more subdued.

It was clear that there had been some

gains in policy credibility .

Sir David Lees commented that

the trends in unit labour costs were worrying :
others , the UK performance was unsatisfactory .

compared to
The Governor

added that unit labour costs , on official statistics , had risen
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by 11% at an annual rate over the past three months:

but he

added that the figure did deoend on the questionab:e output
data, and the comparisons reflected the state of the business
cycle elsewhere.

Mr Simon commented that all statistics

available in-house at BP confirmed Mr King's analysis.
Industrial and road diesel fuel demand were growing faster than
projecLed;
less fast.

gasoline for motor cars - personal consumption BP was now supplying more energy into the

manufacturing sector than at any time in the past four to five
years.
Turning to the exchange rate, Sir Jeremy Morse commented that
the ERI had held up well in the early stages of the dollar
fall, but had since fallen sharply.

This ought to be a matter

of concern, and he wondered whether political risk factors lay
behind it. Mr King said that if that were the case, then bond
yields would reflect higher inflation expectations:
but they
did not.

Sir David Scholey asked whether the

devaluat~on

of

the green pound would have a serious effect on inflation:
Mr Bowen said that it was likely to do so, and that recent work
in the monetary analysis area had suggested that price-setting
in the common agricultural policy had a much larger effect on
inflation that we had recognised previously.

The Governor

commented that none of this made the policy dilemma any easier.
On the face of it, it was difficult to see an overwhelming case
for tightening on purely domestic grounds:
ignore the exchange rate forever.

but we couldn't

Moreover if we were seen to

be doing so, then that might exaggerate the movements against
the pound.

Sir David Scholey wondered whether it was right to

risk export competitiveness, at a time when both the Americans
and the Germans were (in
posiLions.

d~fferent

ways) improving their

The Governor felt that it was not possible just to

lie back and enjoy the period of exchange rate weakness.
Companies had seen big gains in export

marg~ns

after 1992.

He

did not feel inhibited from raising interest rates by fear of a
small appreciation in the pound.

Sir Christopher

I~gg

added

that the risk was of underestimating the strength of the
economy, rather the reverse.

Sir Chips Keswick commented that

the markets were extremely uncertain at present;

sterling was
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a pawn in the dollar/yen game.

Buc the index was getting

worryingly low, and there were concerns in the market that
sterling was looking weak against Europe.
might have an effect on the rate;

A US rate rise

a rise in sterling interest

rates alone would have less chance of doing so.

The Governor

said that it was possible to get into a situation where the
failure to take an opportunity to raise rates would reinforce
worries about the currency.

Supervisory Rela t ions wi th China (Mr Reid in attendance)
Mr Quinn commented on the Bank's relations with China and with
the Peoples Bank in parcicular.

We were keen to promote

commerc ial banking and banking supervision in China, and it was
clear that t he Peoples 3ank were anxious to cultivate relations
with us.

We had invested considerable resources in this

exercise, which had by and large been fruitful.

The only

cloud on the horizon was the anxiety of the Chinese to see more
of their banks established in London.

We had been hesitant,

but the Peoples Bank had been generally understanding of our
stance.
The Governor commented that while this was a resource-intensive
exercise, we felt that we were getting more for our money than
was the case with parts of the former Soviet Union .

Sir David

Scholey wondered whether the Chinese were trying to establish
competition between different financial centres, to "loosen a
brick".

Mr Reid said that che financ i al centres were by and

large tak1ng a common line, and were in any case bound together
J

by the Basl?. Mi nimum Standards Agreement .
cas~,

The Chinese,

wou l d rather be in London than anywhere .

~F. ~ny

Indeed the

Bank of China was seeking to establish a merchant bank
subsidiary here.

Sir Jeremy Morse asked about the

implications for Hong Kong and Taiwan.

Mr Reid said that the

prospect of Hong Kong's reabsorption into China in 1997 wa s one
of the reasons we wanted to have a close relationship with the
Peoples Bank.

It wa s clear that the PBC would have a growing

i nf luence in Hong Kong.

Mr Quinn added that the PBC
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nevertheless wanted us to go on seconding staff to the Hong
Kong Monetary Authority, and had not taken a stand on our
recent refusal to allow

into London.

As for

Taiwan, our relations with the authorities we re good, but we
were putting less effort into that .
on supervision .

Taiwan was [urther ahead

Directors generally endorsed the Bank's

approach, though Sir Chips Keswick cautioned that we should
treat the Chinese with a degree of mistrust.

A Report of the Audit Committee (Mr Midgley in attendance)

Sir David Lees, as Chairman of the Audit Committee, drew
attention to the debate reported in the Audit Committee minutes
on the Committee's Terms of Reference, and said that these
would be brought to Court for approval after the Commlttee's
next meeting .

The other major issue was the need to have in

place a system whereby Court could comment on the Bank's
systems and controls, so as to be able to comply with the
Cadbury Report:

that work was in train.

At the next meeting

of the Audit Committee, Ian Hay-Davison would be present to
discuss the position of National Mortgage Bank .

There were no

questions from Members , and the Governor expressed gratitude to
the Committee for its continuing work.

The Bank's Annual Report: Governor's Foreword and Directors '
Report in draft (Mr Midgley and
in attendanc e)
The Secretary and

introduced the draft of the

Directo1s' Report, and Members made the following comments:
(1)

that we shoulci not, in the Governor's Foreword, claim
sole proprietorship of counter-inflationary policy

(2)

that the Governor ' s Foreword might also refer to the
improved performance of the banking system during the

year
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(3)

that there should be furcher reference in the
Governor's Foreword to the extent of our involvement
with the EMI, particularly on secondments

(4)

that the reference to the "new administrative
framework'' in the Governor's Foreword should be played
up a little more, and made consistent with the
Directors' Report; the Tercentenary should also be
mentioned in the Governor's Foreword

(5)

Lhat Mr Simon and Mr Simms should have their proper
titles of Chief Executive

(6)

that the position of the NMB Group should be described
as "the position of l\""MB improved, buL no release of
provisions was possible" [the Audit Committee co
finalise wording]

(7)

the note on premises to be included in the Accounts
rather than the Directors' Report if legally possible

(8)

the reference to the Bank's contribution to the EMI
being repayable to be deleted, if possible, or the
phrase 'winding up' to be amended

(9)

the reference to the anti-counterfeiting campaign to
be enlarged, and the Bank's concern about the scale of
counterfeiting to be stressed

(10)

the introductory paragrapr. to financial stability to
include up to four paragraphs on the state of the
banking system, drawn from the Banking Act Annual
Report

(11)

t he sentence about Registrar's Department management
competencies to be deleted

(12)

the last two charts on the PrlnLing Works, and the
forecast element of the first chart, to be removed

1
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(13)

t h e numbers on the staff tables to b e corrected
to check whether the Governor was committed

(14)

to say something about the payment of bills, and if so
to revise the wording
(15)

a reference in our Community Involvement paragraph to
the Per Cent Club.

Community Affairs - 1994 / 95 Review and Future Devel o pment
(Messrs Lecky-Thompson and Ireland were in at t endanc e )
Mr Lecky-Thomson introduced the paper, saying that the aim was
to match good practice elsewhere, and to involve staff more.
He drew attention Lo the mission sLalement , with its reference
to "enlightened self-interest".

Court endorsed the paper .

The Risks from CREST
Mr Kent, introducing the quarterly report on CREST, reminded
Members that two years ago CREST had been a blank sheet of
paper; now we were eight months from completion of the build .
The internal risks had decreased;
ones had increased.
Stock Exchange.

but equally the external

The main external risk related to the

We had been seeking for many months an

agreement on the boundary line between our system and those of
the Stock Ex change.
Each time we had come close to an
agreement, we found the Stock Exchange shying away from what we
though t they had been prepared to sign up to .

Our aim is to

combine the various elements of trading, confirmation and
settlement as sensibly as possible.

The longer the impasse

with the Stock Exchange continued the more likely it was that
potential members of CREST would delay putting systems

~n

place

and that the transition would be accordingly more complex.
The other risk to the pro j ect was of staff loss :

we had now

transferred the Bank team onto the CREST pay bill and were

\

\JAv

,
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tying the bonus structure to their continuing until che
completion of the project.
The Governor said that there had been real progress on CREST ,
but that the Stock Exchange problem was serious .

Sir David

Scholey said thac when the matter haci last been discussed at
Court he had raised this and been told that it was not at that
stage a cause of anxiety.

Clearly now it was.

He wondered

if we had the right fora for dealing with the Stock Exchange
and its members.

Mr Kent said that we had the Advisory

Committee, though this was not a complete answer.

Sir David

Scholey said that he had heard that the relationship between
the Directors a nd Executive of Lhe Stock Exchange had become
more detached on this issue .
accident waiting to happen.

He felt that this was another
s~r

Jeremy Morse agreed;

he said

that personalities were playing a role in the problem, and that
somehow Lhe Stock Exchange need to be pulled out of the
i mpasse.

He was sorry that the current Chairman was not making

any progress .

The Governor said that in this field the

current Chairman was driven by his Chief Executive.

The issue

was one for the Stock Exchange vis - a - vis its members rather
than the Stock Exchange vis-a -vis the Bank, which made it
difficult for us to interpose ourselves .

Sir David Scholey

felt that there was a clear sense in the City that we should do
so.

Directors' Outside Interests:

Recommendations

Following a discussion at Court on 15 March, the Governor
r e ported that he had reconsidered the Recommendations relating
to Directors' outside interests put before Court that week and
he hoped the revisions met with Court's approval.
Court approved the Recommendations that with immediate effect:(1)

The Ord er of 17 January 1929 re l ating to Directors'
outside engagements be rescind ed;
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(2)

Directors shall notify the Secretary ac least seven
days before committing to become a member of the Board
of any company or to undertake any duty or assume any
post or engagement which may affect their position as
a Member of Court.

This would enable the Governors

to raise any questions they may have and, if
necessary, to consult Court.
(3)

On appointment, and subsequently at Lhe end of
February each year, Directors shall provide to the
Secretary details of all their relevanl Directorships
and appointments.

The Secretary shall, as soon as

practicable after the 1st of March each year,
circulate to Court a full list of all the
Directorsh1ps and Appolncments so notified, together
with a rem1nder o: the provisions in the Charter of
1946 relating to

~he

interests of the Members of the

Court, and any relevant decisions of Court.
(4)

The Order of Court of 21 February 1918 regarding
connect ions with Discount Houses be rescinded.

The Executive Repor t
1

With reference to a Minute of 15 March, the Governor
briefed Members of Court, about the latest developments on
the Mexican facility.

He said that the BIS had offered a

facility of $5 bn to Mexico, which had been accepted.

It

would be paid into a blocked accounL,

Turning to the position on Argentina, the Governor said
that there was a proposal for a $1 bn bridging loan, to be
advanced by the BIS against funds pre-committed by the
IBRD and IADB.

It would be secured on shares in a

state-owned oil company .
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2

Mr Quinn briefed Member s of Court on the Inquiry inca
Barings .

A draft interim report had been delivered to

the Board of Banking Supervision by the Inquiry team, who
had already given two oral presentations .

This Report ,

running to 200 pages , would be discussed with BOBS on
20 April .

Subsequently the information in it would have

to be verified and the report on Stage 1 of the Inquiry
passed to the Chance l lor of the Exchequer ;
likely to be

to~t1ards

the beginning of June .

this was
There were

still some gaps in the information, but overall good
progress had been made.

This Report would be Stage I:

the fact finding exercise designed to establish what
actually happened;

Stage II would look at the lessons

emerg1ng from the collapse and at the regulatory
.;.mplicacions.

The independent members of BOBS would

report on the Bank .
Mr Qu1nn also reported on his and the Governor's
appearance before the TCSC on 5 April.

It had been a

testing occasion , and although nominally enquiring into
the derivatjves market, they had branched liberal l y into
the Barings story .

They were plainly very suspicious of

the derivatives market, particularly about the capacity of
the banks to engage in proprietary trading;

they seemed

attracted by the idea of narrow banks which could not
involve themselves in such activities.

OLher concerns,

specifically on Barings, included the speed with which the
Report was being completed, the independence or the
Inquiry from the Bank, the system of banking supervision
and iLs

ab~lity

to pick up and respond to market rumour;

and (from all parcies) the scale of the bonuses awarded to
former Barings staff on the takeover by Ing.

The

Committee would be calling the Governor and Mr Quinn back
before the Report was available, and then twice
thereafter .
The Gov ern or sa id that it was clear from the findings so
Ear that the Barings fai l ure had turned on a single
unauthorised trader who had gone to considerable lengths
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to put himself in a position to engage in transactions
without the knowledge of his superiors .
though what he had

do~e

It looked as

had not been known to Barings

management, but the question was whether it should have
been .
Similar questions could be asked about the
external auditors and supervisors.

Sir Jeremy Morse said

that he was unhappy about the many stages now involved in
the Inquiry, and had been surprised to see it reported in
the press that the Governor felt the controls had failed
at six different levels .

He felt the Bank was being put

into an impossible posit i on, having to comment while a
multi - stage Inquiry was proceeding .

The Governor said

that there was a strong objective reason to get the facts
into the public domain:

the market itself might have

lessons to learn from the facts;
known,

~t

and unt 1l the facts were

was impossible for supervisors and management to

take action against individuals.

He recognised that, as

soon as the facts were published, there would be a barrage
of comment .

On the six levels of control , the Governor

said that he had raised this in a speech as a question for
the Inquiry to answer, not as a conclusion .
Essentially,
we had a choice of saying nothing until the Inquiry was
complete , or trying to steer opinion as we went along .
Sir David Scholey asked whether it was appropriate for the
joint meeting of the Board of Banking Supervision and
Court to proceed while the Inquiry was still incompletei
the Governor said that the purpose of the meeting was to
enable Court to satisfy itself about the relationship
between BOBS and the Bank;

there was no reason why the

Inquiry should not be raised.
Sir Christopher Hogg asked whether there was adequate cooperation from Singapore_

The Governor said that they

seemed to want to co -operate, but had not been entirely
forthcoming thus far .

Sir Chrjstopher Hogg also asked

whether Mr Watt had been able to talk to Leeson.

The

Governor said that Leeson would not talk to the Inquiry
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without assurance of extradition to the UK, which we could
not offer.
3

The Governor briefed 1v1embers of Court on the informal
ECOFIN meeting earlier in the month.

He said that, for

the first time, Ministers had focused on the
technicalities of EMU.
It had been a very helpful
debate, leading to a realisation that the time from a
political decision to go for EMU to the fixing of parities
among the participating currencies would be at least
twelve months.
Beyond that, the time likely to elapse
before a new physical currency could emerge would be
fairly long - perhaps four years for banknotes.

There

was still a debate about how the new currency would be
introduced, but the whole discussion had moved on to a
more realislic foot_ng.
There would new be a lot more
consultation, including with banks, about the mechanics of
transiLion .

It was encouraging that nobody now thought

that a decision could be taken until 1998;

it was also

encouraging LhaL there was a deeper understanding about
the need for convergence to be substantial rather than
simply perfunctory .
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK

WEDNESDAY 26 APRIL 1995

Present
Mr Quinn
Mr Kent
Sir Jeremy Morse
Mr Plenderleith

The number of Directors assembled being 1nsuff i c i ent to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
ratification by the next Court.
The Minutes of the last Court, having been circulated, were noted.
Mr Plenderleith spoke about the foreign exchanges and the state of
the domestic markets.
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MINUTES OF A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 3 MAY 1995

Present
Mr George, Governor
Mr Quinn
Sir David Cooksey
Mrs Heaton
Mr Kent
Sir Chips Keswick
Mr King
Sir David Lees
Ms Masters

M!" Plenderleith
Sir David Scholey
Mr Simms
Mr Simon
Sir Roland Smith
Sir Colin Southgate

Before turning to the formal business of Court, the Governor spoke
briefly about the appointment of Howard Davies as Deputy Governor,
and added that prior to his taking office on 11 September, Mr Quinn
would continue to carry out the duties of Deputy Governor.
The Minutes of the Court of 19 April and the Meeting of 26 April,
having been circulated, were approved.
Mr Plenderleith spoke about the foreign exchanges and the state of
the domestic markets.
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The Report and Accounts of the Bank for t h e year e n ded 28 February
1 995 - in draft (Mr Midgley and
o f Coop ers & Lybrand in
a t tendance) .

Mr Quinn presented the Accounts for the year to February 1995,
highlighting three issues in particular :
of

N~tional

benefits ;

Mortgage Bank ;

the provisions in respect

the treatment of post-retirement

and the profit from the sale of part of the Bank ' s

shareholding in the 3i Group.
Mr Quinn invited Members to consider, ahead of thP Court on 17 May,
che areas where the Directors needed to give a specific opinion :
these were 1

Note l(a), which included a statement that the D1rectors'
considered the Banking Department to constitute a single
business

2

Note l(d) and Note ~3, which referred to the Directors'
valuation of the Bank's properties

3

Note ll, including a Directors' valuation
securities

4

Note 12 , stating that subsidiaries have not been
consolidated because they are not considered material

5

Note 13 , referring to the Directors' valuation of the
properties as at 28 February 1994 - carried forward from
last year

6

Note 24, referring to the 0irectors' opin1on of the BCCI
writ.

oE unlisted

Sir David Lees confirmed that the Audic Committee supported these
He added that che Audit Committee had met with the
opinions.
Chairman of NMB, and had discussed

w1t~

him the presentation of

NMB's accounts and the level of provisions.

As a result of that

discussion , the presentation of NMB's accounts would be itnproved;
the level of provisions was regarded as adequate but not excessive .
Sir David Lees also drew attention to the

Directo~s·

emoluments

note , which provided a considerabl y fuller disclosure than in the
past .

This wou ld need to be r eviewed again after publication o f

the Greenbury Report.

He said that the Letter of Representation ,
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and the disclosures on the EMI [Note

11]

and on CRESTCO

[Note 12(d)] were satisfactory .
of Coopers & Lybrand said that the Auditors had
completed their work subject to a final check.

They were

satisfied with the provisions and the Accounts .

They would be

sending a management letter shortly, and would be giving an
unqualified Ol?.i.nion in respect both of the Bank's Accounts and the
Issue Department .
Sir Chips Keswick asked why the Bank's cash flow statement and
balance sheet total had declined by nearly [2 bn over the year.
Mr Plenderleith explained that this reflected the trends in our
money

marke~

operations, there was no NLF deposit this year, anci a

smaller Issue Department deposit, both of which were matched by
corresponding reductions in market

ass~stance

via the BIS deposit,

and a lower level of bill holdings .
Sir David Cooksey asked for an explanation of the NMB table
(page 45)

to be included in the note.

Mrs Heaton asked what non-audit work Coopers
to the Bank .

Lybrand had provided

Mr Midgley said that there had been work for

Printing Works,
accounting .

~

including value for money audits and work on cost

Coopers had been involved with Lhe BITS Project, and

in training Banking Supervision staff, and there had been some
routine tax advice.

Ms Masters pointed out Lhat the Auciit

Comm1ttee did scrutinise this spending.
Sir David I.ees said that there \'las no reference in the Accounts to
This was a matter wr.ich would have to be
the Cadbury Code.
addressed next year, and he had asked Mr Quinn to look at this,
especially in relation to financial controls and to matters
The Audit Committee would be addressing
reserved to the Court .
Mr Quinn confirmed that he had put work in
this in September.
train wit hin the Bank.
Mr Simon drew attention to Note 22 (transactions with Directors)
and suggesled that this should more properly form part of or be
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adjacent to the Directors' remuneration noce.
t~is

agreed that for future years

Sir David Lees

would be desirable.

Mrs Heaton asked how long St Quintin's had been property advise r s
for t he Bank .
Mr Midgley said that St Quintin's were only one of
several firms used, but agreed to investigale and repoit back .
Mr Quinn asked if Court were content for him and Mr Midgley to s i gn
the Letter of Representation.

In response to a question from

Sir David Scholey , he said that the main change from last year was
in the reference to the EMI hedge.
[Mr Midgley]
should be signed.

Court agreed that the Letter

Draft Banking Act Report for 1994 / 95
} {Mr Foo t in attendance)
Post - Bingham Developments in Supervision}
I~

introducing the draft Banking Act Report for 1994/9S, Mr Foot

drew attention to the editorial section, which was intended to
point up issues for debate.

One outstanding question was whether

Barings should be featured in this section , rather than, as at
present , included as a passing reference in the market development
section.

A number of Directors felt that it should cerLainly be

given more prominence .

Mr Foot also said that several of the

minor facts contained in the Banking Act Report might draw comment
as the implications sank in :

particularly the changes on EC

branches and banks doing business in the UK, and on the reporting
of representative offices.
Sir Chips Keswick expressed doubts about the concept of providing
for losses at Lhe same

t~me

as loans were mude :

he hoped that the

possibilities described on pages 6 - 7 of the Annual Report would not
Mr Foot thought it was
be pursued with vigour by the Bank .
He did not feel there had
worthwh i le taking the debate forward .
been much o[ a response yet from the accountancy profession,
despite a speech from Mr Quinn .

The Governor stressed that Part 1

of the Report was, as the introduction said,
de bate ".

" intended to encourag e
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s~r

aspec~s

Roland Smith was concerned about

of the Report being

caken out of context, and highlighted the boxes of derivatives and
VAR models as possible problem areas relating to Barings.

~r

Foot

said thac he had tried to make sure that there were no hostages
there :

the Report had certa1nly not been written with a view to

putting tools into other peop l e's hands .
Mrs Heaton said that she was not happy with the presentation of the
Bank ' s restructuring :
Wings .

she thought more should be said about the

She also felt that more should be said about Barings, in

particular the decision not to support, which was referred to
neither in the Banking Act Report nor in the Governor's Foreword .
The Governor said that this was not a matter for the Banking Act
Report, but could be "ncluded

i~

his Foreword to the

ma~n

Report .

Sir David Scholey welcomed the new sty:e part 1, but felt that it
struck a rather discouraging note :

one didn'c come to the more

encouraging parts until we:l into the text.

He wondered whether

it would be betLer to start with che improved profitability of
banks then stress the need for adequate cap1tal;
and then stress
11 thc
flight to
the risks on lending margins and covenants
rubbish ".
On post-Bingham developments , Mr Foot said the paper was no more
than an update:

the main focus was on the work on fraud and fraud

Sir Colin Southgate asked whether
awareness, and on training .
Mr Foot felt that Government/Treasury support post-Bingham had been
adequate.

Mr Foot said that he would certainly like to be higher

in the pecking order for new primary legislation, and that Treasury
Solicitors were sometimes a problem .

Line officials had improved .

Sir Dav1d Scholey wondered what attitudes now were to the SIU:
we now feel we should have had it before?

did

The Governor said that

it had been immensely useful, part1cularly in the recent case of
Meridian Bank .

Mr Quinn said that it had brought a different
Sir Dav id
dimen s i on to our work and was certainly fully employed .
Sc ho l ey felt that supervision of banking was going to get
increasingly into the securities area , and felt that there might be
Sir Ch ips
a parallel need to develop regul atory competence there .
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Keswick was concerned at the implication in the SIU's work that che
Bank didn't know its customers well:

but Mr Foot

su~d

that most of

the S IU' s business had related to overseas-domiciled or registered
banks .

[Mr Foot]

The Executive Report:

Sale of 3i shares

Mr Kent said that there was likely

~o

be an announcPment nex t

Wednesday that a number of bank shareholders would be selling all
or part of their remaining shareholding in Ji.

The Bank was

proposing to sell all of its remaining shareholding, r·ealising,
possibly , around £130 mn .

He felt that Members of Court should be

aware of this .
Lord Benson
The Governor took the opportunity to advise Court that a Service of
Thanksgiving for the life of Lord Benson CBE would be held at the
Guards Chapel, Wellington Barracks on Monduy 26 June at noon .
Draft Report by the Board of Banking Supervision for 1994/95
(Sir Alan Hardcastle, Lord Swaythling, Sir Dennis Weatherstone and
Messrs Gerrard, Foulds and Taylor - the independent members of the
Board - were in attendance) .

The Governor and Messrs Quinn, King, Kent and P1ender1eith
withdrew, and Sir David Scholey, the most senior Director
remaining , took the Chair.
Sir David Scholey welcomed the independent members of the Board of
Banking Supervision .

The intention had been to inviLe the Board

to reflect on the developments over the year, and particularly on
the relationship of the independent members with the Bank.

The

meeting would give them an opportunity to bring points of interest
and concern to Court .
Sir Alan Hardcastle said that the year had not until recently been
unduly busy:

but t h e pace accelera ted towards the end with the

Barings Inquiry.
with the Bank .

There were no particular concerns on relat ions
The independent members had never had any sense of
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the Bank denying them information, and while they had not yet been
able to form a view on Barings, they had not come across any
instances where they had been
Bank's supervisors.

drive~

to doubt the competence of the

They saw Mr Foot as a positlve and forward -

looking Head of Supervision .
There was always a question about
resources, but no sign at the moment of undue strain.
Sir David Scholey wondered how speculative the supervisors were
prepared to be .

He was not sure that they always had a

sufficiently broad approach to supervision.

Mr Taylor said that

recent papers to the Board had been much better, more tactual and
better argued.

Mr Gerrard said that he had specifi c worries about

the culture of supervision.

An lllustration was the reference in

the Banking Act Annua l Reporc, to the peer group review.

This was

presented as an interesting exercise thac might be repeated
elsewhere, but had in

real~ty

trxown out concerns about the Bank's

supervisors wl1ich they wou:d need to address.

He dlso questioned

whether sufficient written confirmation was sent to banks

abou~

the

conclusions of supervisory meetings .
Mr Foulds felt that it was worth saying that che Bank had been the
first supervisor to agree to a peer group review .
He also
commented that the ex-officio members of BOBS tended to set the
It was not always clear to the members that
agenda for meetings .
they were necessarily looking at the right things.
Sir Chips Keswick was concerned that the supervision area was
underfunded .
He felt that the Bank had become too proud of its
ability to cut costs, and chat its operations were creaking at the
edges .
peop~c

He also felt that the quality of some of the younger
was not good, essentially because we were n o t paying enough

in the market.

Sir Alan Hardcastle said that all the members

would like to see resources in Supervision increased, but 1n a
controlled way.

Sir Dav1d Lees said that he had been struck by

references in the Board of Banking Supervision minutes to the
supervisors operating 11 to 12 people undeL

bud~eL .

IL was clear

that the supervision function had a high turnover, and that the
Bank needed to make better forecasts of Lhe likely loss of staff .
Sir Dennis Weatherstone said that when he joined the Board he had
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gone round Supervision and talked to some of the Group Heads.
had reported their comments to the Board:
there was no great

He

crying out for resource, but the average tenure was low, and
cechnology was not adequate .

It sounded as though the problems

were being addressed, and certainly the management in Supervision
were open to suggestions and receptive of new ideas .
Ms Masters
said that she too had been to talk to the Supervisors .
There was
clearly u worry about resources and she wondered whether the right
people were being recruited .
Many supervisors seemed to be young
and inex perienced; there were not enough senior ~taff, and there
was a need to look at whether there were adequate resources put
into training staff and keeping them.

She also questioned the

presumption in the Bank that the best kind of supervisor was a Bank
generalist,

~nd

that accountancy, banking and legal expertise was

always subservient - helpful but noc cencral.
was getting good people in.

The core problew

Sir Colin Southgate said it was his

1mpression chat within the Bank it was seen as a poor man's
Division .

He had always felt, in the wake o: BCCI, that the

Division was slow at grasping issues - Lhere was a tendency to look
for reasons for the other side to delay action.

Lord Swaythling

said that thaL was indeed one of the Supervisors' problems

the

anx iety to find a way round a problem, rather than face it head-on .
Sir Alan Hardcastle referred to the introduction of fact-sheets at
an early stage in the Board ' s life, to make sure that Board members
were aware of problems before they were brought to the Board, and
could spot where issues were being allowed to drag .
Sir David Scholey wondered whether the independent members ever met
informally with the Governor

~o

discuss in general terms the remit

and work of the Board of Banking Supervis1on, as the Non-Executive
Members of Court did, once or twice a year.

Some of the

independent members expressed interest in this idea.
Sir David Scholey thanked members for a helpful discussion and said
that he would look forward to repeating it in future years .

~U-.
-
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M:NUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 10 MAY 1995
Present
Mr George, The Governor
Mr Quinn
Mr Kent
Sir Jeremy Morse
Mr Plenderleith

The number of Directors assembled being insuf=icient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
ratification by the next Court.
The Minutes of che last Court, having beer.

circula~ed,

were noted.

Mr Plenderleith spoke about the foreign exchanges and the state of
the domestic markets.
Responding to Sir Jeremy Morse about his latest monthly meeting
with the Chancellor, the Governor confirmed that this was the first
occasion that a [ormal announcement of unchanged interest rates had
been made; the reason was the market expectation, prior to the
meeting, o[ an increase.
The Governor further confirmed that
future interest rate changes were likely to be implemented as soon
as the decision hdd been taken for the same reason unless there
were powerful reasons not to move immediately.
He added that the
present arrangements were erctering their most testing phase so far,
and he anticipated a lively public debate about the!r
appropriateness.
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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 17 MAY 1995

Present:
Mr George, Governor
Mr Quinn, Acting Deputy Governor
Sir David Cooksey
Mrs Heaton
Sir Christopher Hogg
Mr Kent
Sir Chips Keswick
Ms Masters
Nr Plenderleith
Sir Dav i d Scholey
Sir Roland Smith
Sir Colin Southgate

The Minutes of the Court of 3 May and the Meeting of 10 May,
having been circulated, were approved.
Infla t ion Report Discussion and Market Charts (Messrs Allen and
Bowen in attendance)
Commenting on the Bank's Inflation Report, which had been
published the previous Thursday, Mr Al len said t hat the rate of
inflation had increased, on all measures, since the previous
Report.

There had been some pick-up in monetary growth.

The

exchange rate had fallen, with the ER: d o wn 5% since the
February Inflation Report.

Prelimi nary f Jgures for GDP growth

in the first quarter suggested that the economy was con tinuing
to expand at around 3% annually.
subdued, and earnings growth weak .

However reta i l sal es were
Manufacturers input prices

could be casing up a little.
Turning to the prospects, there was still clear evidence of a
dual economy, with manufacturing strong, and consumer demand
weak .

There were uncertainties:

the data on manufacturing
There
output were at variance with recenL survey evidence.
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was also uncertainty about the impact of the fall in the
exchange rate.
To assess the implications (or the future, we
needed to understand the reasons for the exchange rate fall:
and in particular to understand why it had fallen when relative
bond yields between the UK and other countries had not changed.
The Inflation Report had explored possible reasons;

and,

drawing them together, saw the likelihood of an initial upward
move in prices , which led to the Government's inflation target
being exceeded, and then a question as to whether second round
effects took place, and whether the authorities accommodated
them.

It was this question that gave rise to the upward risks

in the forecast.
Commenting on the markets, Nr Plenderleitn said that the
absence of an increase in interest rates on 5 May, despite
strong marke t expectations that there would be one, and
subsequent events includir.g the Bank's

~ nflation

not had a sustained adverse effect on marKets.
1nitially fallen, but

~hen

risen quiLe strongly.

forecast, had
The pound had
Medium-term

interest rate expectations were no higher than before, and the
gilts market had shared in the recent world bond market rally.
There were several reasons for this: one was a strong rise in
the dollar;
anoLher an expectation thac an increase in UK
The Inflation Report
rates was now just a matter of timing.
had confiLmed to the market that the Bank, at least, still had
its eye on the ball .

The Chancellor had publicly repeated his

commitment to the inflation target.

Nevertheless the markets

were plainly volatile and jumpy, which was not necessarily a
source of comfort.
The Governor asked Directors how they viewed output against the
conflicting evidence, and what tney saw as the prospects for
prices .

Sir Christopher Hogg said that he still felt the

state of the economy to be less precarious than generally
presented in the press:

economic growth still seemed strong,

Sir Colin
Southgate thought that there was little pressure to put prices
up in the consumer durables area , but LhaL growth forecasts
were reasonably healthy.
Sir Roland Smith said that pressure

and price pressures were much in evidence.
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to raise prices was

consca~t.

Where they couldn't raise

prices directly, manufacturers were trying to change price
levels by re-engineering or re-packaging products.

In some

manufacturing areas, capacity was being very intensively used .
Many people were looking for ways to expand capacity in a
hurry .

On the conflict between the CSO figures and the survey

evidence, he wondered if the

cso

sample was up-to-date.

Sir David Cooksey said that many companies were now regretting
not having invested in capacity a year ago and were planning
The Governor reported comments [rom M.r Simms, who

more now.

could not be present at Court, that prospects in the
construction sector still seemed flat, with the likelihood of a
significant fall in housing starts.
The Governor said that
for policy.

t~is

was clearly a very

diff~cult

We were of course conscious that our

could be wrong.

moment

forecas~

The lSsue for us was to give the best advice

we could, to say what we thought was the most likely outcome.
The bottom line was that we thought that the Government, on
present policies, could not meet its inflation objective by the
end of the present Parliament .

Given that belief, we had no

option but to advise accordingly.

There were lots of data

still to come, and some might well, at least in the short term ,
appear to contradict the Bank view.
There had been talk of confrontation, and of the Bank throwing
its weight around.

This was exaggerated:

what we were doing

was giving our best, disinterested advice, as we had been asked
to do .

The Chancellor understood that;

had not been an angry one.

the meeting on 5 May

It was very helpful that the

recent sequence of events had r.ot led to a
crisis;

financ~al

market

and this enabled us to assess the arrangements i~ a

reasonably mature way.

The Governor was nevertheless worried

chat the exchange rate did remain volatile;

there was the

possibility that it might rise , which might of course cause
people to ask what the Bank had been fussing about;
it could go the other way.

but then
Either
It was impossible to say .

way , short-term movements would undoubtedly be overinterpreted .
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Sir David Scholey asked whether the Treasury Lhought that the
recent movements in the markets supported the Chancellor's view
or the Bank's .
In Sir David Scholey's view they supported the
Bank;
the sterling bond market was clearly expressing a view
that the Government was not going to meet its implied target.
The movement in the exchange rate at the short end was
reflecting that.

The Governor said that the Treasury was well

a ware of the position;

all sides were anxious to avoid

commenting on market movements.

It had in fact been the case

for some time that the market had not been who l ly persuaded
that we would meet the inflation objective, although progress
was being made.

There was a strong sense in Government that

it should not be pushed around by the markets, and he could
undersLand Lhat.

But what the authorities c ould noL get away

from was the fact of where they were relative to the inflation
objective.
Sir Chips Keswick said that with yield curves world wide
beginning to slope downwards, spot currency relationships could
easily change despite interest rate differentials, rather than
because of them .

We needed co get away Erom the perception

that interest rates were in some way controlling cxchnnge
rates .

The Governor said that we didn't believe that by

tightening policy we could raise the exchange rate :

and we

were not aiming at that .
We were aiming at the control of
inflntion, and at curbing the second round effects coming from
the exchange rate fall.

It was true that a lot of

commentators took a more simplistic view.

Sir Chips Keswick

thought that we should do all that we could to counter it.
Sir Roland Smith commenteci that the Government was under
enormous political pressure to ease up on counter-inflation
policy.

He had heard it from senior members of the House of

Commons recently.

The Governor agreed thaL Lhere was no

question about where popular sentiment lay, but equally the
Bank had to do its job, to say what the implications of growth
and market movements were for inflation.
Sir Christopher Hogg said that he hoped that the Bank's
forecasts would not lose credibility by being perpetually on
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the hawkish side:

the Governor noted tl.at the o(ficial

Treasury's analysis was at present considerably more hawkish
than our own .

Nevertheless, the Goverr.or said, pursuing the

line that we had embarked upon would have signlficant
implications for the Bank .

People would say it was time to

put the Bank back in its kennel.

It was entirely possible

that short term developments might appear to confound our fears
of the long-term inflationary threat , in which case adverse
comment on the Bank would only increase.

He hoped that

Members of Court would be able to help us not least by
monitoring outside perceptions of the Bank's position.
Report and Account s of the Bank for the year ended 28 February
1 995 (Mr Midgley in attendance)
In response to a question raised by Mrs Heaton at Court on
3 May concerning the use of St Quintir. for valuing the Bank's
properties, Mr Midgley said that the re:ationship was a very
long-standing one;

but now

t~at

the question had been raised

he proposed to review it in some depth, from the point of view
of geLting value for money.
Mr Quinn said that the Report and Accounts prasently before
Court incorporated the minor presentational amendments
mentioned at Court on 3 May together with other changes, which
had been placed in folders .

He drew Court's attention in

particular to the mention of the Bank's intention to sell more
of its holding of 3i.
Mr Quinn drew to Court's attention the various po1nts
Accounts where

~he

~n

the

Directors give a specific opinlon in

addition to the overall ''fair presentation of accounts".
These were all as mentioned at Court on 3 May.
Mr Quinn said that Coopers & Lybrand had written to confirm
that they knew of no reason why the Letter of Representation
should not be given.

The Letter of Representation was as

approved by Court on 3 May .
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Court gave a pproval for the Accounts to be signed, for the
Annual Report and Accouncs for the year ended 28 February 1995
to be printed and issued and for the Letter of Representation
to be signed .
Mr Quinn reported that, pursuant to Section 1(4) of the Bank of
England Act , 1946, a further payment in lieu of dividend of
£50 , 381 , 000 would fall due to HM Treasury on 5 October 1995 ,
bringing the total payment in lieu of dividend for the year to
28 February 1995 to £102,231,000 .

court approved thereto.

Banking Act Report for 1994 / 95 and Deposit Protection Board Annual Report and Accounts (Messrs Foot and Cobbold in
attendance )
Mr FooL presented the Banking Act Annual

Repor~,

and outlined

the changes made since the draft seen by Court on 3 May .
Court noted the Reporc .
With reference to Minutes o£ 13 July 1989 and 4 February 1993,
Court noted the names of those to whom the Bank's powers under
the Banking Act 1987 and the Financial Services Act 1986 had
been delegated , together with deta i ls of the exercise of those
delegated powers .
Introducing the Annual Report and Accounts of the Deposit
Protection Board, Mr Foot said that it had been a relatively
quiet year for the Board, and the Accounts we re sound.

There

was a prospect of some recovery from BCCI at some stage later
in the year.

Sir David Scholey asked how long the Board was

liable to BCCI depositors who had not yet made claims:
Mr Cobbold sa~d in theory the liability was perpetual, though
there was a legal ~ssue as to whether the Board could be
compelled to pay after the company had been finally wour.d up
and proof of debt could not be obtained .
Rep ort .

Court noted the
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Review of Branches and Agencies (Messrs Midgley and Kentfield
in attendance)

Before inviting Mr Quinn to introduce the paper on the review
of Branches and Agencies, the Governor mentioned that the
Shadow Chancellor, Gordon Brown, was likely to make a speech
that afternoon which would be generally supportive of the Bank
and of irs new monetary policy role , but which would stress the
need for the Bank to have adequate '' regional input".

This

provided a slightly sensitive background to any statement that
the Bank might make about the Branches and Agencies.

The

Governor also drew the attention of Court to various letters
received from MPs, copies of which had been placed in folders.

Mr Quinn introduced the paper .

He said that the question of

the role of the Branches had oeen before Court twice in the
past ten years, in 1986 at the time of the Kentfield Review,
and in 1991 when the Bank's banking work had been reviewed.
At the end of the 1991 review we had undertaken to che staff of
the Branches not to make any further changes for five years .
That period was now more or less up.
The Bank had continued to lose clearing and banking business on
account of intense competition .

Cheque clearing was a

declining industry, and we were getting a smaller share of it .
It was clear that note issue work was the rationale for the
Branch operations, so that had been the main focus of the
rev1ew .

As it happened, while

~he

review was in progress, we

had been approached by the Clearing Banks inviting us to
consider radical changes .

The paper reported a decision

i~

principle to outsource cheque clearing and cease cheque
clearing at the Branches, and to review with the Clearing Banks
possible changes to the note issue, accepting that this could
have serious implications for the Branches .
Sir Chips Keswick said that it was plain that the Bank had
The reasons given for closure
d ecided to close its Branches .
He thought that the core problem lay in
were not convincing .
the Bank's reluctance to comp ete w i~h the clearers, on the
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grounds that we took CRDs from them .

Ove~

the years we had

therefore let the banklng business of the Branches decline to a
point where they had no viable future.
He didn't believe that
the decision to close the Branches was correct,
stated justification was persuasive .

or that the

He thought that, in the

absence of a substantial Branch doing real business, the
credibility of an Agent would be impaired.

He could not

support the Bank's paper or the press notice.
The Governor said that it was wrong to say that CRDs were the
so]e reason for us choosing not to compete with the Clearers.
If we were consciously to try co provide a full modern banking
service, we would need to make many changes;
present not equipped to do so .

we were at

It was also not true thaL the

Agency function was eroded lf there was no actual Branch
presence.

We had looked at that issue, and had found Lhat it

did work - for instance in Liverpool.
Sir Christopher Hogg expressed general approval of the paper.
He had no sense at all that the Bank should be in banking :

he

was pleased that the economic representation role was to
continue.

IIe felt that the quality of the Agents' Reports was

very good, and that the Agents themselves were far better than
any analogues.
He was wholly unmoved by the letters from MPs .
He couldn't believe that the Bank's Branches themselves gave
credibility to the Agents:

what mattered was the quality of

~he

people chosen to be Agents.

he,

too, could not see the connection between doing banking

Sir David Cooksey said that

bus1ness in the provinces and the Agents' representational
role .

He did find that people valued the Ag?nts, though he

wondered whether, looked at from a value for money point of
view, the case for continuing and expanding the Agents' role
had been made.

Ms Masters agreed, and said Lhat while the

Agents were plainly valued, the paper didn't explore
alternative ways of gathering economic information.

The

Governor said that he would be wholly opposed to having no
Agents , or using outside agencies lo gather information .

But

he would bring to Court proposals for continuing and expanding
the Agents' role.

\

Yv
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Sir Colin Southgate said that he was qu1te clear that the note
distribution function should not be done chrough the Branches.
We could in theory manage with a single note distribution site
located close to a motorway.
There was no logic in the
Branches being involved.
Agents .

However Lhere was great value in the

It couldn't be measured in pounds, but it was plainly

a great advantage for the Bank .

He would strongly oppose any

suggestion that the Agents should do their business from "a
front parlour''·

It was important that they should have

adequate premises of their own.

The Governor said that this

related back to Sir Chips Keswick's point.

We did envisage

the Agents continuing ~o have adequate premises.
Mr Kent said
that ~here had been some loss, in for example the Winchester
area, from not having a more obvious physica l presence.
needed to have

somethi~g

the Bank was in town.

We

sufficient for peop l e to notice that

He hoped

t~at

in the press release we

could stress that the Agents, and cheir phys t cal presence,
would be maintained in the main

ce~tres

of the United

Ki~gdom.

Mr Plenderleith said that he had initially approached the
review wiLh a view that we should remain as a bank.

We had an

efficient small-scale banking business, especially now that the
compuLer changes had taken place.
However the Branches were
different.
sorting:

Most of their banking activity was simply cheque
and cheque sorting was a bad business to be in.

For

the Bank as a whole, it meant that we were dependent on a few
very large customers, and were tender1ng on a highly uneconomic
basis for business.
Sir Roland Smith said that it was very important that adequate
accommodation should be provided for the regional Agents.

He

also noted the enormous hostility in the country at large to
the centralisation of economic decision-taking in London.
This would have to be handled carefully.
Sir David Scholey said that he had no difficulty with the
concept of closing the Branches.
had been fudged.

For a long time the issue

The real question was how Lhe Agents should
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be recruited .

We should be clear that the Branches were not

closing but re-emphasising :

and we should make sure that the

right people were chosen to be Agents.

The Governor said that

he didn't think anything we were doing would change the nature
of the Agents:

they had always been carefully selected.

Sir David Scholey asked whether it was seen as a terminal
appointment or as part of a Bank career.

Mr Plenderleith said

that several had gone out to be Agents and then returned with
the prospect of a career in Head Office.
Sir Christopher Hogg
said that the ideal role for an Agent was that of ambassador,
they should have the skills and resources to fulfil that.
Mr Kentfield noted that there had been litt]e comment thus far
on the quesLion of dispersing other Bank operations to the
provinces.
now.

The Governor felt that chis could not be addressed

We could only send false signals:

our

capac~ty

to

disperse was very small.
The Governor said that he felc that the sense of Court was 1n
favour of preserving the Agents economic/business
representational role ;

he would ensure that the press notice

reflected the strong sense of Court that the Agents should
maintain a clear physical base for this activity.
Court approved the proposals, set out in the paper, that

(1)

Consequent upon the oucsourcing of cheque clearing, the
banking activities of the Branches be discontinued.

(2)

Discussions take place with the clPar1ng

ban~s

relating

to all note activities except print1ng and
authentication.
(3)

The economic liaison role of the Agents be continued.

The Bank's Need for Capital and Reserves (Messrs Midgley and
Foot in attendance)
With reference to a Minute of 19 October 1994, Mr Midgley
introduced his paper which invited Court to consider what
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should be the appropriate level of capital and reserves fo~ the
Bank .
He said that were many reasons for holding capital, but
the core issue was the Bank's involvement, from time to time,
in bank support operations .
The question was who paid for
such operations .
In practice , the presenL sysLem ensured that
the banks did.

Mr Foot said that the Bank seemed to meet the

Basle minimum capital requirements for its normal aclivities .
Sir Chips Keswick said he had found the paper very clear.

The

only question was what capital we needed for potent i ally
unlimited Lender of Last Resort Operations .

The Governor said

that there would always oe a limit on what we could do from our
own balance sheet.
Mrs Heaton asked about international
comparisons .

The Governor thought these were unlikely to be

helpful, as central banks abroad often had note issue and the
reserves on their own balance sheets.
Sir David Scholey felt that we could argue either that we
needed no capital, on the grounds that we were in the public
secLor, or Lhat we needed a lot .

He could see circumsLances

in which we might have found such a balance sheet useful had we
chosen Lo support Barings .

Mr Quinn added thaL it suiLed the

Government for the Bank to have capital that could be
discreeLly deployed in such cases .

He firmly believed the

Bank should continue to hold capital for purposes of official
support and felt we were correct in rebuilding it in relation
to the growing riskiness of the banking sector.
Mr Kent took issue with the paper's view that CREST, Eurotunnel
and ECHO all represented risks to the Bank

In hls view they

did not .
The Governor said there was no suggestion from HM Treasury that
the dividend formula, which allowed us to build up cap i tal,
ought to be changed .

He took the sense of the discussion that

Court agreed with that view.
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A Report of the Trustees of the Court Pension Scheme
The Governor, having declared his potential interest in the
Court Pension Scheme, together with those of Messrs Quinn, Kent
and Plenderleith, invited Sir Roland Smith, the Chairman of the
Trustees of the Court Pension Scheme to introduce his Report
which contained the following recommendations:
(a)

the annual pensions in payment to former Governors and
Executive Directors and allowances to the widows of
former Members of Court be increased, with effect from
1 July 1995, by the amount of the increase i n the
Retail Prices Index for the twelve months endec 31 May
1995.

(c)

the annual allowance paid to Lord Richardson from the
Court Pension Scheme under special arrangements which
were approved by Co~rt on 10 February 1983 be increased
in accordance with those arrangements .

Court approved the recommendations, s~bjecL to ratif~cation by
those Non-Executive Directors who could not be present at the
The Secretary reported that Mr Simon had already
meeting.
written to support the recommendation .
Houblon - Norman Fund (Mr Allen in attendance)
sir Roland Smith, introducing the accounts of the Fund, said

l

that arrangements had been made for the Fund to be managed by
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che Bank's Investment Unit.

Objectives had been set, and

benchmarks established .
The new arrangements, which took
effect on 1 March, were working well .
There being no comments on the Accounts of the Houblon-Norman
Fund for the year ended 30 June 1994, the Governor invited
Mr Allen, in the absence of Mr King, to comment on the Report
of the Committee and the work of the Fellows.

Mr Quinn

wondered why the Fund was seen as available to support only
research relevant to the Monetary Analysis work of the Bank.
The Governor felt this to be a valid point, and Court
recommended chat the Fund should in principle be available to
finance research across the whole field of the Bank's
activities.

Ms Masters suggested that the Advisory Committee,

in seeking proposals for research, wight suggest areas in which
it would be interested in seeing work done.

The Governor

agreed that this wou:d be sensible.
The Executive Report
BCCI Litigation
With reference to a Minute of 16 November 1994, Mr Quinn
advised Members of the latest state of play concerning BCCI
litigation .

He said that when this litigation was last

reported at Court, reference was made to two defects in the
Statement of Claim:(a)

failure to allege that Bank had
whether or not to revoke BCCI's
and that the Bank had knowingly
discretion (against revocation)

a discretion as to
licence/authorisation,
exercised that
improperly;

(b)

failure to allege that the Bank had the requisite
degree of knowledge of the consequences of its alleged
misfeasance sufficient to establish the tort.

At that time the intention had been to have the Court determine
the two points by way of the Bank issuing an application to
strike out the statement of Claim, and dismiss the proceedings .
Leave to make such an application was not required.
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Following the recent receipc of proposed amendments to the
Statement of Claim from the liquldators, the Bank had now re considered its strategy .
the Bank was noc now pursuing the point in paragraph (a) above
at this stage.
Wi th regard to the point in paragraph (b) above , the proposed
amendments were s til l considered to be inadequate .
the point should be
determined not by way of a strike-out application, however, but
by way of appropriate Preliminary issues .

Unlike a strike-out

application, the leave of the Court is required,
I: the preliminary issues are decided in the
Bank's favour, the proceedings will be dismissed .
The liquidators' view had been, and remained, that the law
deemed Lhe Bank Lo have intended to cause loss to BCCI's
depositors .

This is because (a) some loss to some depositors

at some Lime in the future was an inevitable consequence of the
Bank's action in wrongfully licensing/authorisating BCCI and
(b)

the Bank is to be taken as intending the consequences of

its actions .
The application for leave has been provisionally arranged for a
date in the second half of July .

If leave was granted, the

substantive time hearing may take place before the er.d of the
year.
Sir Alastair Pilkington

The Governor mentioned that the press had reported, the weekend
before last, the death of Sir Alastair Pilkington who had been
a Non-Executive Director of the Bank from 1974 to 1984.
had died on 5 May at the age of 75 after a short illness .

He
A

donation of £500 had been made to the Trinity Hospice in
Clapham , in lieu of flowers, from the Governors' and Directors '
of the Bank.
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 24 MAY 1995

Present
Mr George , The Governor
Mr Kent

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
ratification by the next Court .
The Minutes of the last Court, having been circulated, were noted .

'
~~ ~cht;
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF

DIREC~ORS

AT THE BANK

WEDNESDAY 31 MAY 1995

P"t"esenL
Mr Quinn , Acting Deputy Governor
Mr King

Sir Jeremy Morse
Mr Plenderleith

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a

quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject to
ratification by the next Court.
The Minutes of the last Meeting, having been circulated, were

noted .
Mr Plenderleith spoke about the foreign exchanges and the state of
the domestic markets.
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 7 JUNE 1995

Present
Mr George , The Governor
Mr Quinn , Acting Deputy Governor
Mrs Heaton
Ms Masters
Mr Simon

The number of D1rectors assembled oeing insu:fic1ent to form a
quorum , those present proceeded to the business, subject to
ratification by the next CoJrt .
The Minutes of the last Meeting , having been circulated , were
noted .
The Governor spoke about the foreign exchanges , including the
Official Reserves figures for May , and the state of the domestic
markets .
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 14 JUNE 1995

Present
Mr Quinn , Acting Deputy Governor
Mr King

The number of D1rectors assembled being insuf ficient to form a
quoru~ ,
those p~esent proceeded ~o the business , subject to
ratification by the next Court .
The Minutes of :he last Meeting, having been circulated , were
noted .
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A COURT OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 21 JUNE 1995
Present:
Mr Quinn, Acting Deputy Governor
Sir David Cooksey
Mrs Heaton
Mr Kent
Sir Chips Keswick
Sir David Lees
Ms Masters
Sir Jeremy Morse
Mr Plenderleith
Sir David Scholey
Mr Simms
Sir Roland Smith
Sir Colin Southgate

Mr Quinn reminded Court that on 17 May, Court had approved the
recommendations contained in the Report of the Trustees of the
Court Pension Scheme subject to ratification by those Non-Executive
Directors not present at that meeting.

Mr Quinn confirmed that

the Non-Executive Directors in question had subsequently raLified
the recommendations.
Accordingly the Minutes of the Court of 17 May, and of the Meetings
of 24 and 31 May and 7 and 14 June, having been circulated, were
approved.
Monthly Economic and Market Report, including market char t s
(Messrs Allen and Bowen in attendance)
Mr Quinn invited Mr Plenderleith to comment on the Minutes of the
Monetary Meeting between the Governor and the Chancellor on 5 May,
which had been released that morning.

Mr Plenderleith reminded

members that the Governor's advice on that occasion had been based
on the forecast in our May Inflation Report, published a few days
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later.

That saw inflation, assuming unchanged interest rates,

rising to 3 1/2%-4% in the summer of 1996, falling away to slightly
above Lhe Lop of the lower target range in the first quarter of
1997 .

The Governor's advice had pointed to the risks of not

raising interest rates, and had concluded with a clear
recommendation to do so .

The Chancellor, on the other hand, had

taken the view that the economy was slowing, and Ll1aL few signs of
inflationary pressure were emerging.

He therefore judged that the

data did not justify a rise that month.

Although the fact of the

disagreement had been widely surmised, the Minutes were
nevertheless bound to attract comment.

Mr Plenderleith made three

points:
1

We had, as we were bound to do, given the best candid advice
we were able given our forecast and the Government's target.
We had acknowledged that there was a balance of

but

r~sks,

our duty as a central bank was not to rake risks on the side
of inflation.
2

Inevitably people had looked at recent indicators as a guide
to whether the Governor or the Chancellor had been right;
thus far those indicators had been judged Lo favour the
Chancellor's view .

But it was far too soon to judge who was

righL and who was wrong:

we would not know that for many

months.
3

There had been much comment at the time, owing to the
proximity of the local council elections, that the decision
had been reached on political grounds.
could say, having attended the

meet~ng,

not entered into the discussion at all :

Mr Plenderleich
that politics

~ad

the decision nad

appeared genuinely to have been taken on economic grounds;
certainly the discussion had been entirely in such terms.
Introducing the Monthly Economic and Monetary Report, Mr Allen said
that the RPI had come out exactly as we had predicted in April , but
had been a little higher than our expectation in May, perhaps
reflecting the depreciation of the exchange rate coming through in
retail prices .

l

It was interesting that prices were rising despite
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che weakness of sales.

It was possible that manufacturers and

retailers now had less scope for squeezing margins.

Nevertheless,

our analysis of the likely effects of exchange rate changes was the
same as it had been at the time of the Inflation Report:

the

ultimate effect would depend on the reasons for the decline in the
exchange rate.
yields:

Mr Allen also pointed to the development of bond

a[ter the May meeting, and the decision not to raise

interest rates, conventional gilt yields had generally fallen in
relation to indexed gilt yields;

but since the beginning of June

they had risen again, suggesting that there had been an upturn in
the market's expectations of inflation.

It was also clear that

broad money and credit were acce:erating, driven in partlcular by
borrowing by industrial companies.

Survey evidence, the Agents'

reports and the employment data all suggested some slowing of the
economy; consumer spending was still subdued, as was the hous~ng
market.
The first quarter GOP figures had suggested that the main
contribution to growth was coming from net exports, and it was
possible that the recent revisions to the trade figures, which had
shown further improvements in the trade balance, could result in a
further revision to GDP.
was published on Monday.

We would know when the next set of data
Overall, however, demand and output were

developing a little bit less buoyantly than we had expected, while
inflation was rising a little faster.
Sir Colin Southgate said that the next monthly CBI survey was
likely to show a lower net positive balance for order books, but an
improved export order position .

Output indicators were slightly

down, as were average price increases.
earnings currently

loo~ed

He felt that average

satisfactory and were holding steady.

Looking at his own industry, margins on durable goods were weak,
but on other products there was scope for increasing prices.
Sir Roland Smith said that companies in the export sector were
doing better and better .
becoming worse .

Anything involving the home market was

There seemed to be a significant transfer of

prosperity towards manufacturing.

There was also an increasing

divergence beLween trends in activity and trends in prices .

This

was likely to be relevant to the development of prices over the
coming monLhs.

sir David Lees agreed.

In a lot of areas profit

margins were buoyant, because activity was high.

Manufacturers

~05

could make returns from higher activity without raising prices.
The problem came when activity fell off:

at that stage they would

have to try harder to achieve price increases.
Mr Simms said that the construction sector was still flat, and
prices on tenders very weak.

Employment was falling.

The housing

market was exLremely weak, and he felt that there could be an
unpleasant shakeout in the industry yet to come.

S i r Chips Keswick

felt thaL Lhere was an incipient threat to the world economy from
the currency market.

The flacter US yield curve had made bond and

derivative markels less profitable:

attention would now focus on

Japan, which had chosen to repatriate assets;

the question was

whether, in order to protect cheir bar.ks, they would choose to let
the yield curve steepen in the way in which the Americans had four
years earlier.
Sir Jeremy Morse, reverting to Mr Plenderleith's comments, wondered
where the disagreement had left the new monetary policy process.
The Chancellor had clearly been confident of his ground, and had
taken the initiative in announcing his decision not to change
rates.

Sir Jeremy thought this took away the Bank's discretion

over timing of interest rate changes, which he had seen as an
important part of the new monetary framework.
about the "balance of risks":

He was not sure

this language would have been more

appropriate to the stage when we had been deliberately anticipating
anti-inflationary pressures, and were in a beLLer position to
choose our timing.
~he

Sir Jeremy felt we were now past thac stage:

question was starker and more immediate.

Sir David Scholey

said that the Minutes - and the Chancellor's subsequent Mansion
House speech - had very strong political overtones, notwithstanding
Mr Plenderleith's comments.

But he was struck by the extent to

which we had warned about the market implications of not moving
rates.
Mr Plenderleith felt that we had been bound to give that warning.
The market had in the event responded quite well to the perception
of a disagreement;

although there had been a sudden weakening in

the exchange raLe, the subsequent rise in the dollar had come to
sterling's rescue.

The Chancellor and the Governor had worked hard
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to stress the common ground between them.

Mr Plenderl eith hoped

that the debate was moving towards the more grown - up phase, where
people recognised that the Bank was cendering advice and the
Chancellor was taking the decisions.

In response to an earlier

question, he confirmed that the Treasury offic i als had agreed with
the Bank ' s advice ;

Mr Quinn commented that the entire Ministerial

Team had , however, supported the Chancellor.

On the apparent

weakening of the Bank's "timing" discretion, Mr Plenderleith felt
that that had never been likely to amount to much once the calendar
of meetings had become firmly established in people's minds.
in a ttendanc e )

Survey of Financia l Stability in J apan

said that there was a general

Introducing his paper,

recognition that some action was likely to be needed to deal with
che incipient f1nar.clal problems in Japan:

the Japanese needed

both to get their banks out of immediate trouble, and to take steps
to streamline the financial community.
was extremely difficult.

The environment for both

There was great hostility in Japan to

banks and politicians, and great resistance in giving any help to
the banking system, as had been shown in December.

The

implications of the threat co the Japanese banking system were very
considerable.

The Japanese banks were important players in London,

and the collapse of one or more Japanese banks would certainly have
an effect here.

It was important not to exaggerate.

But even

short of an apocalyptic outcome, it was possible that we could see
funds withdrawn from the London market.
All Members o: Court felt that the paper was an excellen~ one, and
raised very important issues.

Sir Jeremy Morse wondered whether we

had discussed the general issue with the Bank of Japan , and what
analysis we had undertaken of the likely problems in London that
might ensue .

Sir Roland Smith and Ms Masters both agreed that a

strategy for dealing with the contingency was needed .
said that he had regular discussions with the Bank of
Japan and that our formal links with them were very good .
informal dialogue could be less productive :
be sure how open the Japanese were being.

The

one could not always
Court Members suggested
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that chere was a group of significant Japanese eg Gyohten, in both
the private and the public sectors, who could be effective
intermediaries in this kind :
at that level .

it might be worth opening a dialogue

Summing up the discuss i on Mr Quinn said that we would certainly
need to consider the positions of J apanese subsidiaries and
branches in London.

The main risk was that the Japanese

authorities would not react prompt l y to a failure of a financial
institution with overseas operations and future market disruptions
could follow .

We should prepare ourselves for this possibility .

Mr Plenderleith said that there was a d1rect implication for the
Bank, and that we had many Japanese counter-parties both in our own
account business and in dealing for HM Treasury.
Sir David Lees suggested, and it was agreed, that the subject
should be revisited at a

fu~ure

Court later this year.

The Barings Investigation
Mr Quinn said that the Board had very largely completed collecting
and analysing the evidence, though there was still the
Maxwellisation stage to be completed.
The intention now was to produce a single report, but in two parts:
the first would be an account of what had happened and of the roles
and responsib i lities of individuals and institutions, and how they
discharged them.

This part of the report would make judgments,

draw conclusions and name names.

The second part of the report

would contain recommendations arising from c onsideration o f the
Barings affair.

These recommendations would be tightly drawn,

confining themselves to matters relat i ng directly to Barings and
not going wider.

It would differentiate between recommendations

relating to banks, the Bank of England, other supervisory
authorities and so on.
The evidence available to the Inquiry was not complete .

There had

been little from Singapore, either in terms of papers or access to
or
people . coopers & Lybrand had given no access to their reports
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working papers.

And of course there had been no access to

Mr Leeson himself.
conclusions.

Nevertheless, the team had felt able to draw

The Maxwellisation process was now going on.

The

Bank's own response to a Maxwellisation letter was going in the
following day.

Others criticised had made substantial

representations, and this could have repercussions for the
timetable.
The timetable was extremely tight.

It was likely that Parliament

would go into recess either on 14 or 20 July.

The Chancellor and

the Governor were very keen to put a report before Parliament
before the recess, and were very sensitive to complaints about
foot-dragging.

It was possible that Singapore would publish a

report soon - conceivably before our own.

We were therefore aiming

to produce a report against the deadline of 14 July.

This was

putting enormous pressure on the Board and the team, especially
given Maxwellisation;

but thorough Maxwellisation was essential

because of the risk of judicial review.

Complications involving

legal and Parliamentary procedures meant that we would have to
deliver the report by 7 or 8 July and this left minimal time for
printing.

The Board would be meeting on 29 June, 2 July, possibly

3 July and finally 7 July.
On the substance, Mr Quinn said he would give Court a full account
but warned that this was based on the pre-Maxwellisation draft, and
it was for this reason that the Inquiry had felt it inappropriate
for Court to see the paper itself.

Mr Quinn could nevertheless say

that the Report concluded that the Barings failure was primarily a
matter of comprehensive failure of management control.

The

integration of the bank and the securities company and its
subsidiaries had simply not occurred at the level of management
responsibility and reporting and control mechanisms.

The Report

made direct and severe criticisms of top management.
The Report also offered no evidence that Mr Leeson had been in
collusion with anyone;

indeed the inspectors had found it

i mpossible to say why he had done what he had done.

It was clear

that he had begun in 1992, within a month or two of going to
Singapore .

It was not clear that any money was missing.

Mr Quinn told Members of Court that the Bank, in the preMaxwellisation draft, was criticised for insufficiently critical
supervision of Barings following the formation of the combined
investment bank.

Mr Quinn said that the SFA was also likely to be criticised in
respect of Barings activities under the Financial Services Act.

He
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did not know what the investigation would say about Singapore and
Japan, but it was likely that one conclusion would be the need for
greater co-operation between the Bank supervisors, securities
regulators and exchanges.

It was unlikely that the Report would

recommend any changes to the Banking Act.
Mr Quinn said that a revised, post-Maxwellisation version of the
Report should be available around 2-3 July.

It was likely to be

published before the next long Court, and he suggested that Court
members might like a further discussion in the light of the amended
Report.
Sir David Scholey and other members conf i rmed that they would
we lcome a further discussion as suggested.

Ms Masters asked what

response the Bank would be making, and said that she felt that
court should have an opportunity to consider this as well.
Sir Jeremy Morse said that there was likely to be criticism of the
Bank over and above the technical issues identified in the Report:
if the Report found that the major problem had lain with the
misfeasance of Leeson and a widespread failure of controls in
Barings which should have checked that misfeasance, it was likely
that such a major failure of controls would be seen to reflect on
the system of supervision.
Sir Chips Keswick said that the most that one could expect was that
supervision should have picked up the scale of the lending to
subsidiary companies.
Sir David Cooksey had asked whether we had been helpful to
Singapore despite their lack of co-operation with us.

Mr Qui nn

said that Singapore had had significant access, including some
transcripts undertaken by our Investigation Team.
to Singapore had been very limited.

But our access

We had tried, through the

Singapore courts, to obtain access to the Inspector's material, but
had been turned down.

Subsequently there had been some informal

loosening up, but it was very limited.

Sir Roland Smith asked if

there was any criticism of the Board of Banking Supervision itself
in the Report.

Mr Quinn said that the Report was unlikely to be

critical in this respect.

He did not feel that the Report

lll

suggested a deficiency in our market understanding, or in numbers
of people, or generally of the quality of people.

It implied that

the wool had been pulled over our eyes, and we hadn't taken proper
steps .
Sir David Scholey asked if the positions of any individual s within
the Bank were in jeopardy as a result of the Report.

Mr Quinn said

that this was true in the case of one individual, a senior manager
in Supervision and Surveillance.
Court agreed that there would be a further discussi on o f the
Board's Report, and the Bank's response to it, once the
Maxwel l isation process was over and prior to publi c ation .
A Report o f the Audit Committee

Sir David Lees reported on the draft Minutes of the 1ast meeting of
the Audit Committee.

These included revised terms of reference of

the Audit Committee which were presented to Court for approval.
Court approved thereof .
Executive Report
1

Mr Quinn mentioned the latest slate of play regarding the
Officers' pay negotiations and advised Court that a
post-event Report or.

~995

Pay Awards will be produced for

the long Court in July.
3~

2

Mr Kent spoke about the sale of

shares.

3

Mr Quinn mentioned that a successor to Mr Peddie had been
appointed: Mr Len Berkowitz, of Linklaters .

He asked

Members to keep this confidential for the moment.

4

Mr Plenderleith spoke abou t the Gilt market reforms .
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Mr Quinn sought Court's approval for Mr Kent's proposed

5

directorship of Commonwealth Development Corporation.
Court approved the directorship.
Finally, Mr Quinn mentioned Governor's Day at the Sports Club and
encouraged Members to attend if they could.

A Report of the Remuneration Committee
In accordance with Section 10 of the Charter, Messrs Quinn, Kent
and Plenderleith withdrew.
Sir David Scholey, in his capacity as Chairman of the Remuneration
Committee, said that there were two recommendations of the
Committee before Court =or consideration and approva l .

They were

as follows:(i)

that the special remuneration for Mr Howard Davies, on his
becoming Deputy Governor on 11 September 1995, should be set
at £180,000 pa.

(ii)

that Mr Davies be admitted to the benefits of the Court
Pension Scheme subject to any earnings limitation in place
from time to time, and chat the Bank undeLLake to pay to
Mr Davies, by way of pension and contributions to life
assurance policies, such amounts as may be necessary to
provide him with the entitlements of the Court Pension
Scheme had the earnings limitation not been in place.

The recommendations were approved.
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MINUTES OF A MEETING OF DIRECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 28 JUNE 1995

Present
Mr Quinn , Acting Deputy Governor
Mr Kent
Mr Plenderlellh

The number of Directors assembled being insufficient to form a
quorum, those present proceeded to the business, subject tc
ratificat~on

by the next Court .

The Minutes of the last Court , having been circuld t ed, were noted .
Mr Plenderleith spoke about the foreign exchanges and the state of
the domestic markets .
Mr Quinn mentioned that a conciliation meeting had been held that
morning at ACAS following BIFU' s rejection of the Bank ' s final pay
offer in respect of Lhe main bargaining unit .
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A COURT OF DI RECTORS AT THE BANK
WEDNESDAY 5 JULY 1995
Present:
Mr George, Governor
Mr Quinn , Acting Deputy Governor
Mrs Heaton
Sir Christopher Hogg
Sir Chips Keswick
Mr King
Sir David Lees
Mr Plenderleith
Mr Simms
Sir Dav1d Simon
Sir Roland Smich

The Minutes of the Court of 21 June and the Meet i ng of 28 June,
having been circulated, were approved.
Court congratulated Sir David Simon on hjs knighthood in the
Queen's Birthday Honours.
Mr Plenderleith spoke about the markets.

Sir Chips Keswick

said that there was great concern in the markets about the
implications of the US/Japanese trade talks, which the Japanese
had pla1nly won and which might have implications for the
future course of the yen/dollar rate.

Sir David Lees added

that during his recent visit to Japan, he had heard increasing
concerns being expressed about che position of Japanese banks .
Under the executive report:1

Mr Quinn mentioned that settlement had been reached in
the Main Bargaining Unit on the basis ot a 1 1/2%
increase in pens i onable salaries, and a non-pensionable
bonus of £175 per person.

He said that the firm

intention was to move towards merit-based bonuses 1n
future settlements .
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2

With reference to a minute of 21 June 1995, the Governor
said that the Bank had yet to see the final text of the
Board of Banking Supervision's findings on the Bank
i tself, but he expected it to contain some criticism of
the Bank and of Mr C J Thompson in particular.

The

Governor expected Thompson to offer his resignation the
following day , and was minded to accept it .

A question

that arose , therefore, was the terms on which Thompson
was to be allowed to leave :

whether normal flexible

retirement terms, or the enhanced severance terms.

An

important question in the Governor's mind was the effect
on other staff in Superv2sion of the way in which
Thompson's case was hand:ed.
concerned abouc the
the future.

difflc~lty

The Gove rnor said he was
of staffing the area in

Sir Chips Keswick said thac Thompson had been a good
supervisor, showing integrity and a good understanding
of his responsibilities.

It was sad that he had to go,

and he deserved the best treatment .

The Governor said

that the main concern arising from the investigation was
that he had not been sufficiently inquisitive, and had
granted a concession to Barings without reporting

~t

up

the line.
Sir David Lees and other Members felt that normal
severance terms might not be appropriate 1n such a case,
and that if we wanted to treat him well then an exgratia payment might be more suitable.

Other Directors

felL that the normal severance arrangements might be
appropriate.

Following discussion Court agreed that it

would be right for Thompson to receive, one way or the
other, more than the normal flexible retirement terms.
The Governor reminded Members that Court would be
meeting on 12 Ju l y to discuss the Barings Report, which
should by then have been finalised.
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Sir David Lees drew attention to recent statements by
Gordon Brown, the Shadow Chancellor, and asked what
involvement the Bank had had.

The Governor said

tha~

he was seeing Messrs Blair and Brown for dinner that
evening, and had had several conversations with Brown
about his ideas on the Bank of England.

A Court

discussion had been scheduled for September .
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